THESE SECTIONS ELIMINATE MUCH
OF THE COMPROMISE IN DESIGN

Hidden from the eye but imparting strength to the structure, Bethlehem Light Sections are the basis of the floor design in this substantial suburban home. Architects of better-grade houses are finding increasingly that the owner desires the stalwart and fire-safe qualities provided in the intelligent use of steel.

The much wider selection which Bethlehem Light Sections give to architects and engineers largely eliminates the necessity for striking a compromise between the various factors to be considered in design.

These light sections, including beams, columns, joists and stanchions, supplement Bethlehem's line of heavier structural shapes and open the way for substantial economies. With them it is a far simpler matter to work out designs for floors to carry relatively lighter live loads. Beams of depth sufficient to meet requirements for rigidity can be spaced closely enough to keep the floor-slab thickness within economical limits without using more steel than is needed to carry the load.

The same considerations frequently make Bethlehem Light Sections the logical ones for purlins, columns in upper stories where loads are lighter, struts between columns—in fact, for any location where rigidity and relatively close spacing of the structural members are desirable, and the loading does not call for the heavier sections.

Keep Bethlehem Light Sections in mind when working out the design of your next job. It's highly probable that they will enable you to realize substantial economies.


Bethlehem Light Sections were used in the floor of this residence in Bethlehem, Pa. Architects and Engineers, C. M. Lovelace and Otto Spillman; General Contractors, F. F. Speck Construction Company.
As Architects
See Us...

The Bar and the Dining Room
of the Lawrence Beach Club,
Lawrence, L. I. Architects:
Henry Otis Chapman, Jr., and
Harold W. Beder. Furnished
by W. & J. Sloane.

Henry Otis Chapman, Jr., and Harold W. Beder planned
the Lawrence Beach Club with the idea of combining
comfort and beauty along with utility and resistance to
weather conditions. In discussing the problems involved
Mr. Chapman says:

"We had to design a very simple interior and one which could
withstand the salt air and dampness. In the bar we also had
the problem of wet bathing suits. These problems were sub­
mitted to Sloane. They, in turn, worked out a most satisfactory
solution. In the bar, Sloane linoleum was used not only to
withstand the severe wear, but also for the effect. (The linoleum
is blue with a white circle enclosing a red anchor. The dark
blue and white curtains are very effective with the lacquer red
celing, which harmonizes with the anchor in the center of the
floor.) The heavy pine tables and chairs are most appropriate
with the simple pine treatment of the walls. In the Dining
Room, they chose to use a woven rug in grey and red. The
different effect of each room, while keeping the same back­
ground, is a great credit to Sloane.

"The services of their Contract Department were most helpful,
and they were willing to work with us in the most co-operative
spirit. Sloane was able to render advice of a specialist in color,
and another in furniture, with a result that the committee
was well pleased."
FOR CORROSIVE SERVICES SPECIFY

Wrought Iron

ON ITS SERVICE RECORD

O'MEARA & HILLS
G. E. QUICK, ASSOCIATE

Progress in building design and construction is often marked by the introduction of new materials. But new materials entail testing and proving, and leading architects and engineers seldom choose buildings such as those illustrated here as a "testing ground"—especially not for pipe.

That's why, in so many outstanding buildings, wrought iron pipe is being specified. Wrought iron has inherited, through generations of architects and engineers, an outstanding reputation for long-life, dependability and economy in corrosive service. Few materials used in building construction today offer such a background of authenticated service records.

Illustrated here are examples of how O'Meara & Hills have specified wrought iron on its service record. This engineering practice we call "Pipe Prescription."

Comparative service records, ASTM specifications, and other engineering data are available through any Byers Engineer or from our Engineering Service Department. A. M. Byers Company, Established 1864. Pittsburgh, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago, St. Louis, Houston.

Illustrated here are examples of how O'Meara & Hills specified wrought iron on its service record. This engineering practice we call "Pipe Prescription."

Examples of "PIPE PRESCRIPTION"
O' MEARA & HILLS
G. E. QUICK, ASSOCIATE
St. Louis Architects

Genuine Wrought Iron was specified for hot and cold water and drinking water lines; also for heating supply and return lines in Villa Duchesne—Academy for Girls, St. Louis.

Genuine Wrought Iron Pipe specified for hot and cold water and drinking water lines; also for heating supply and return lines in St. Mary's Hospital School of Nursing, St. Louis.

DePaul Hospital, St. Louis. Genuine Wrought Iron specified for main supply, hot, cold, drinking water and fire lines, all waste lines, vents and drains, sprinkler system, gas and refrigeration piping; and for all heating supply and return lines.

BYERS GENUINE WROUGHT IRON PRODUCTS

PIECE - WELDING FITTINGS - RIVETS - SPECIAL BENDING PIPE - O. D. TUBES
PLATES - SHEETS - CULVERTS - FORGING BILLETS - STRUCTURALS - BAR IRON
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Frontispiece: Entrance Lobby, International Building, Rockefeller Center, New York City

Wherein the monumental staircase reappears as an escalator

Rebuild America

Robert D. Kohn voices his interpretation of this significant title

What Is Happening to the Dining-room?

It is in a state of flux, perhaps to disappear entirely, perhaps to regain its former place, as C. John Marsman, an interior decorator, points out

Outdoor Fireplaces

Six examples of the somewhat unusual architectural problem of moving the hearth outdoors

Federal Housing and the Architect

Miles L. Colean, Director of the Technical Division, Federal Housing Administration, paints a bright picture of the Administration's ultimate goal

Wood Carving of an Earlier Day

When craftsmanship was more widely spread, if not more highly skilled

Why Fear Color?

Faber Birren, a writer on the philosophy and practical uses of color, beckons the architect out of his timidity

When a Sprinkler Head Goes into Action

A high-speed motion-picture sequence covering a tenth of a second after fire starts its effect

Book Reviews

Better Practice

W. F. Bartels concludes the subject of doors and windows, and goes on to dampproofing, waterproofing and caking

Favorite Features

An entrance doorway of a house at Locust Valley, N. Y., as selected by Harvey Stevenson & Eastman Studds

Rehousing Urban America

This is the title of a book by Henry Wright, which Albert Mayer, reviewing it, believes to be a significant milestone in architectural progress

The Editor's Diary

Faces at the A.I.A. Convention

The Editor's candid camera records some unposed portraits

One Hundred Small Houses

House of Miss Margaret Coleman, Pasadena

Elmer Grey contributes a house that he designed as a combination music studio and home

House of Chalmers Hadley, Cincinnati

Charles F. Cellarius contributes a house of which a dominant feature is a two-story living-room

Architecture's Portfolio of Brick Cornices

A collection of sixty photographs
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NEW YORK: 597 FIFTH AVENUE AT 48TH STREET
PARI'S PRIZE

The twenty-eighth annual Paris Prize of the Society of Beaux-Arts architects has been awarded to P. M. Hefferman of Ames, Iowa, a Harvard graduate student.

The prize has a cash value of $3,600, enabling the winner to study architecture for two and a half years at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris.

Second place was given to Lester W. Smith of Brooklyn, a graduate of Princeton; third place to Thomas T. Russell of Philadelphia; and fourth place to Adrian Waldorf of Brooklyn.


AWARD OF THE BORING MEDAL

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY announces the award of the Boring Medal for 1935 to Logan Stanley Chappell of Macon, Ga., second-year student in the Columbia School of Architecture.

Second place was won by Harry K. Wearne of Wharton, N. J.; third place, by Franklin B. Bailey of Mount Vernon, N. Y.

FRANCIS J. PLYM FELLOWSHIP

THE Department of Architecture, University of Illinois, announces the award of the 1934-35 Francis J. Plym Fellowship to William V. Reed of Monticello, Ill. At present Mr. Reed is employed in the Housing Division in Washington, D. C.

AN ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION

In connection with plans for the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the "Ordinance of 1787" and the establishment of the Northwest Territory, an architectural competition is to be held. It will provide a design for a memorial civic auditorium and city building for Marietta, Ohio, the cost to be in the neighborhood of $250,000.

The competition will consist of a preliminary and final stage, each of thirty days' duration, the first stage opening July 1, and will be limited to members of the American Institute of Architects. Howard Dwight Smith, of the Architectural School of Ohio State University at Columbus, is architectural adviser, and details of the competition may be secured by application to him.

ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE EXHIBITION

The Architectural League of New York announces its Fiftieth Annual Exhibition, to be held in Grand Central Palace, New York City, from October 10 to October 19, inclusive.

The last day for the advance submission of photographs, in accordance with the plan in effect during recent years, is Thursday, August 1. These are sent to 115 East 49th Street. Exhibits will be received at Grand Central Palace, Friday, September 27, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

The award of medals will take place on Wednesday, October 9, at 9 P.M.

Further details and entry blanks for exhibits may be had by addressing The Architectural League of New York, 115 East 49th Street, New York City.

HONORING ALBERTSON, WILSON AND RICHARDSON

FORMER employees, close friends and associates of A. H. Albertson, Joseph W. Wilson, and Paul Richardson gave the three a surprise banquet on May 8, celebrating the completion of their twenty-five years of architectural practice together.

Professor W. R. B. Wilcox of the College of Architecture, University of Oregon, acted as toastmaster.

Mr. Albertson came to Seattle in 1907 as representative of Howells & Stokes, New York architects. Mr. Wilson joined him later in the same year, and was followed by Mr. Richardson on May 18, 1913, which date the dinner commemorated. The firm later became Howells & Albertson, then A. H. Albertson, and finally Albertson, Wilson & Richardson.

Perhaps the best-known buildings in the firm's long list of notable works are the Northern Life Tower and St. Joseph's Catholic Church, Seattle.

HEATING AND VENTILATING

THE Fourth International Heating and Ventilating Exposition will be held in Chicago at the new International Amphitheatre, January 27 to 31, 1936. Since its inception in 1930, the exposition has been held every two years. The first showing was in Philadelphia, the second in Cleveland, and the third in New York City. The conduct of the exposition and all details of exhibit arrangement and leasing will be in charge of the International Exposition Company, Grand Central Palace, New York City, and will be under the direction of Charles F. Roth, manager, who was similarly responsible for the earlier expositions.

ARCHITECTS' EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR NEW YORK

LUCIAN E. SMITH, New York architect, has been elected chairman of the Architects' Emergency Committee for the region of New York. Mr. Smith succeeds Julian Clarence Levi, one of the founders and chairman of the committee since 1930. Mr. Levi will continue as honorary chairman.

Mr. Smith, a member of the New York Chapter, A. I. A., was graduated from the Columbia University School of Architecture in 1901. He held the McKim Fellowship in Architecture from 1905 to 1908, studying at the American Academy in Rome and in Paris. He entered independent practice in 1912 after being associated with Holabird & Roche, Chicago, and in New York with Donn Barber and Cass Gilbert.

The Architects' Emergency Committee has already expended about $175,000 for the relief of unemployed architects and draftsmen.

NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS

AMENDMENTS to the National Housing Act which have just become effective provide that the minimum capitalization of a national mortgage association may be lowered from the original amount of $5,000,000 to $2,000,000 under proper circumstances when the association is chartered in a district away from the larger financial centers.

Each national mortgage association authorized under the amended Act to issue and have outstanding at any time notes, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations in an amount not to exceed twelve times the aggregate par value of its outstanding capital stock. The original legislation limited this to ten times the aggregate.

(Continued on page 12)
Architecture is no longer content to tread only the paths of historical precedent. It is insistent upon new solutions of old problems.

Among producers of building materials the temptation has been severe in recent years to suspend research activities, in order to escape the heavy expenses they entail.

In spite of economic pressure this organization has not permitted a moment’s cessation of its aggressive, many-sided research program.

One reason for this policy is our desire to be ready to contribute to these new developments in architectural practice.

THE YOUNGSTOWN SHEET & TUBE CO.
General Offices: Youngstown, Ohio
DESIGN
IN ART AND INDUSTRY
BY ELY JACQUES KAHN

Should we stop teaching design and begin practicing it?

Have we discovered a better way to make designers than the master-and-apprentice system?

Is there too much of the amateur in our art schools and not enough of the craftsman?

Why do we spend vast sums on our art schools and yet begrudge them adequate work shops and tools?

Is there something we may learn from other peoples, other lands, about how real designers are made?

The answers to many such questions as these will be found within these covers

Price $3.50

PUBLISHED BY
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK
The monumental staircase comes back as an escalator—in the International Building, Rockefeller Center, New York City. Reinhard & Hofmeister; Corbett, Harrison & MacMurray; Hood & Fouldoux, architects.
Rebuild America

As citizens we will do our part to build a new and more truly democratic America. As architects we have similar work to do in a more material sense. In the world's history the great artists have always been men of vision. Leonardo and Michelangelo understood and worked in the larger world beyond the confines of their own workshops. They did not hark back to a civilization that was gone. They looked forward to a better one that was to be made, and they shared largely in the making of it. The architects of America, as men of vision, I am convinced are going to do the same.

These United States of ours have come to an important cross road in their history. Perhaps they face the most significant choice that has ever had to be made by a nation. For some of us the old road was a very comfortable one on which to travel. Are we trying to find our way back to it and travel forth once more in the hope that it will afford us all the old opportunities? Is there only this one way, backward? Must we wait for the old prosperity to come back to the select few so that we can serve them? Is that the only way in which we can hope to provide suitable environment for man's living, for his work, for his worship, for his recreation, for the affairs of his government?

There is another and a better road that leads out from this point, if only we have the sense to see it and the courage to take it. No matter how we stand, for or against the governmental procedure of the last few years, there is something stirring in our country which is immensely worth while. There is the intelligent tendency of the day toward a new and more vital democratic philosophy. It is not the first time in history that a broader social vision resulted from a time of trouble than from eras of plenty. The frontier to be conquered is gone; out there the unknown wilds of lands and fortunes are no longer waiting to be conquered by rugged individualists. The mess after mess that the conquerors left behind them as they went out from frontier to frontier is right at our doors. The great era of expansion is over. The mess is to be cleared away. We have to do now a much more difficult and valuable task. We have to help bring order out of chaos; as we have said, both as citizens and as builders toward an ideal.

And this situation is particularly significant for the architect, for nowhere has the old procedure left its marks more patently than in the building of our cities, our towns, yes, even the structures in our wide-open spaces. A great part of all of this is obsolescent or worse. The new life, the fairer social order of things cannot be harbored in these old shells. Out of this time of trial will come for us a distinctly American way to provide a more just distribution of the proceeds of our joint efforts. There will come, too, the conviction that the old way of building was as wrong as the old way of making the fortunes that paid for it. Most of the products of that era are already obsolescent structures and unworthy to stay. A sense of order must be brought into the rebuilding process. I dare prophesy that the signs of the movement will be evident before long. The great question is: Will we stand for the old, petty, piecemeal, speculators' methods, leading again to un-economic disorderly ugliness, or do we mean to work together, as social animals, for planned, large-scale, group operations, which alone can furnish an opportunity for creating a beauty in environment? Are we really going to rebuild America or just paint a false front over it?

ROBERT D. KOHN, F. A. I. A.
THE dining-room has for some time been showing signs of restlessness. Once again, after a long period of stability and assurance of an honored place on house plans, it is seen to be wavering. Shifting custom has been nudging it. Designers have been busying themselves more than commonly over it. Some have been pulling at it in one direction, some in the other. Some are prophesying that the dining-room is on the way out; others that it will lapse into the state of anonymity that it used to enjoy many years ago; while others, less drastically, say that it will by all means retain its identity, holding its place in many houses, but in a perhaps less rigid capacity than heretofore, witnessing an expansion—a flowering—of more variable and pleasant domestic customs, in which it will find itself deserted often for the outdoor eating space or even for other seasonally attractive rooms indoors.

The dining-room, or rather, to speak more inclusively, the place arranged for eating, has of all places in the house been most sensitive to change-urging ideas. A mere list of names serves to evoke a moving-picture of its previous adventures: Great Hall, Grand Salle, Milord's cabinet, Suppling Parlour, Eating Room, Antichambre, Petit or Grand Salon, Salle à Manger—Dining-room. It is a fragmentary list at that, but illustrative. In some of its conditions, as for example in the indeterminate form it assumed in early colonial houses, the eating space was incorporated with the common living-room and kitchen, and had no name. Nor could it have a generally understood name in the finer and gayer houses of France and Italy, where for a period dining seldom occurred in the same

What Is Happening

By C. John

Following a widely expressed appreciation by architects of his article, "Why Not Design the Living-room to be Livable?" in the May issue, Mr. Marsman

When the dining space is in the living-room it should be so planned as not to usurp room essential to living-room comfort. The leaving of the dining table and chairs in the most important part of the room is certainly questionable.

While the plan in the sketch below is supposed to be that of a living-room, it looks to be as much a plan of a dining-room. The placing of the door from the kitchen (A) next to the chimney-piece might be without objection in a dining-room.
to the Dining-room?

*Marsman*

*BY THE AUTHOR*

The viewpoints of architect and interior decorator should be fundamentally similar, yet the results are not.—EDITOR.

Now that there is a tendency in dining-rooms to eliminate all but the necessary in furniture, the niche and other such architectural features are welcome helps in the decoration, both of the formal and informal room.

In the sketch below, the dining table and chairs have not been left standing in the dining alcove of the living-room, but have been placed so that they harmonize with the living-room in general. The table (A) is placed against the windows. (C) is a bench. (B) an armchair, ready for use at the table, and other side chairs can be drawn up.

The most interesting fact, and the most illuminating, about the current ideas is that they originated constructively, not in the great house as heretofore, but in the small one, and not in the large but in the small city apartment. Many a small-apartment dweller has known the necessity of doubling up in his living arrangements. If he, or she, has been the kind who wishes to arrange his small apartment for the greatest possible degree of pleasant living, he has often preferred to occupy but one room, if it is a reasonably large one, rather than a combination of two or even three small stuffy rooms. (He has, incidentally, seldom got much of a break from the architect. The average contemporary one-room apartments—"one large room, kitchenette, bathroom, foyer, built-in bed, etc."—are so badly cut up with doors or otherwise made objectionable that he has had much better luck in finding at least a possible arrangement in some of the remodelled old houses. But perhaps his break is coming. A recent advertisement radiates cheer, though the word "artistic" is daunting: "The architect imagined apartments so designed that everything a modern apartment should possess was there—spaciousness, sunshine, air, ample closets, bright kitchen, artistic fireplace, etc., etc.") But if the apartment dweller has occupied a single large room in place twice in succession, flitting from antichambre to salon or out to the pavilion by the water, or to the terrace, or back into the small boudoir. But later, after once being pinned down and established on architects’ plans, it became constant enough. And so it continued for many years, until recently.
The dining-room here is neither a private room nor an alcove. It can receive no satisfactory unified decorative treatment in the face of the large wall opening. Preference to small rooms, he has been impelled to budget his floor space. Some of the space necessarily has had to be put to double duty. That for eating, especially, being but temporarily in demand, can be made by the slight rearrangement of table and chairs, to revert to its normal living-room appearance. Furniture designers have not been uncognizant of this doubling-up necessity. And as a practice the dissembling of the dining group of furniture, the disassembling of it in a room normally used for living, has its good points. It is preferable, it seems to me, to certain expedients suggested on house plans where the dining space has been shifted into the living-room.

Such a shift, it appears, has been impending in many small houses for quite a while. In these houses the dining-room has been on the verge of moving back into the living-room through a large wall opening. Often it is to be found threatening to flow over through a similar opening into the entrance hall itself. This type of wall opening seems to have been perennialized in the nineteenth century in Eastlake’s time, in the form originally of huge sliding doors and gaps lushly screened with portières. (It is unfair to blame Charles Eastlake for this and many other things of its kind, as has been done. He wrote, besides, some very good books.) The advantages of this long-favored device, shorn or not of its doors and portières, as a means of suggesting spaciousness and breadth to a series of rooms are outweighed by decided disadvantages, both practical and aesthetical. It is not in itself a beautiful feature nor an aid to the decoration of any wall that it appears upon. It interferes with the full enjoyment of the room it dominates. Whenever the dining-room is enclosed within walls and is given an identity of its own, it seems logical to conclude that the walls are there to insure privacy for the room, and a quiet peaceful air suitable to the purpose of the room. And as the dining-room is dedicated to a very definite purpose, it should also, it would seem, be entitled to receive an appropriate and distinctive decorative treatment. But the difficulty of giving it either privacy or a unified decorative treatment in the face of the old-fashioned large wall opening is obvious, although this has not been, and is not today, unfortunately, always recognized. The whole practical and decorative problem is altered, on the other hand, when the dining space is placed in some part of another room, for it is then no longer sufficient unto itself as a unit but is an adjunct, a detail, of another space.

It is said that the persistence of the dining-room as a unit in the smaller house is a matter of habit, and that contemporary living can do without it. This argument does not issue only from the camp of the arbitrary designers. It is voiced by intelligent people everywhere who have begun to realize that their ways of living are no longer those that made a separate dig-
nified room for dining requisite in the first place. There are many signs of change. To cite but one example: the leisurely, charmingly conversational, well-planned dinner party—it can be one of the most enjoyable of experiences—while not extinct nowadays, is certainly the exception rather than the rule among dinners. It is no longer, as Madame du Deffand in the eighteenth century said, "one of the four ends of man, and what the other three are I can never remember." More typical of the present idea about dining, though of course not altogether representative in the midst of so much variety in contemporary habits, is the situation outlined in the following recently made statement: "The active lives the majority of people are leading make them take even their pleasures rather strenuously. Conversation is no longer an art, and society hurries through its dinner to rush to the theatre or opera, to dance or play bridge. When one is satisfied one has finished. Three courses for lunch, and four for dinner, are adequate. In addition to the brevity of the meal itself, the food is usually far more simply cooked than it was twenty years ago, when one of the popular amusements was guessing what one was really eating, hidden under the rich sauces and quaintly shaped pastries, all served with an elaboration that was part of the day."

The current inclination to clear out the unnecessary in houses, to open them up, to pour all their available spaces into one, to create a structure that has "flow" and ease, sets up a distinct problem as to how to deal practically and decoratively with the dining space and equipment when it is no longer contained within its own distinctive surroundings. Something more is called for by discriminating people (and they are worth considering, for they uphold the standards of good taste and make work interesting) than the placing by architects on living-room plans of symbols for table and chairs somewhere near the door from the kitchen. Some such heedless placing was suggested, and carried out as well, in a recently published plan that showed the door from the kitchen on an adjacent wall close to the living-room fireplace; the dining table and chairs in the completed room are left standing habitually in the one spot where one has every right to look for a great deal of living-room comfort, near the fireplace. In other houses the full regalia of the former dining-room—chairs, table, sideboard, and even the old china closet—have been moved into an open corner of the living-room!

There are a great number of variations of plan possible in the merging of dining and living spaces. But in all of them, wherever there is no separating and dissociating wall, the dining space, whether it is labelled "dinette," or "alcove," or "buffet," or simply "living-dining," or is dubbed a "makeshift" (as has been done by one eminent protestant among architects), is admittedly the subordinate space. Even if it...
can be hidden by screens or curtains “while the table is being set,” a suggestion so often made, this space most of the time is still a part of the living-room, and designedly so. The selection and the distribution of the furniture in the dining part of the room should be considered then from two points of view, and the point of view of the living-room must dominate. The large dining table, be it square, oblong, round, octagonal, or oval, surrounded by chairs (it may be by the unimaginative and, let us hope transitory, metal tub chairs), when taken out of the dining-room where it is at home, is not an inviting or pleasantly decorative spectacle. A long psychological essay could be written, I suspect, on the depressing influence of such a constantly present spectacle in a living-room. A tip with regard to its disposition can be taken from the apartment-dweller. The table, if not too overwhelmingly large, instead of being left out in space, surrounded by chairs, looking more like a setting for a directors’ room than anything else, can be shoved back against the wall and the chairs placed here and there away from the table when not in demand for dining. These chairs need not all be of the same design, or upholstered with the same material, and they can be varied—armchairs with side chairs. The effect should suggest “living-room” as much as possible. The table can perhaps be kept end-on against a wall, or a window, or built-in bookshelves, and a chair or two be left by it, extra chairs being drawn up for meals. Placing the table in a secluded corner or in a bay window by some built-in seats seems a good idea. As to the other traditional accessories, the sideboard, china cabinet, “buffet,” wooden urns on pedestals, and so on, most of them seem to have no place in the living-room. Such adaptable pieces, however, as the chest-of-drawers, the French or English style of commode, the cabinet of acceptable design, the console table, and the built-in and not too obviously “dining-room” feature, all have consistent possibilities. They are properly used in the living-room, and, while part of the “dining furniture,” need not necessarily all be placed in the dining part of the

The centrally placed door in a dining-room usually requires a balanced arrangement of furniture on either side of it. If for any reason this is impractical or undesirable, it is better that the door be placed if possible toward the end of the wall, so that a single piece or group of furniture can occupy the center.

The summer dining-room can be placed on a terrace or deck, surrounded by wire screening, and covered with awning or a permanent roof. Furniture can be varied by the use of table and chairs in painted iron or in raffia.
There is much variety possible here. The rigid conventional dining-room ideas having been broken up so far, they must unbend all the way. The problem of designing, furnishing, and decorating adequately the combination room is a strictly modern one, and can be solved delightfully, or ignored. And will be—both! For the most livable and generally pleasing results, it is more than ever to the purpose that, while planning combination rooms, the architect visualize the exigencies of furnishing and provide for them accordingly.

The other kind of dining space, the dining-room that is a separate unit, requires this pre-visualization of furniture placing no less. This idea is more forcibly true than ever, nowadays, when the superfluous in dining furniture is being discarded and when what is left has to be placed to fine advantage in the room, not only so that it will function well but so it will make for the most pleasing decorative effect. Much of the old-fashioned furniture is in the discard, praises be! along with the dead game and fish and luscious fruit pictures of another day. Fine examples of antique furniture will be retained and used thankfully as long as they hold together. But the dining-room "set of furniture" is no longer in much demand, and is disappearing from the floors of the better furniture shops. Agreeably harmonizing pieces of furniture are assembled instead. A sideboard or commode—or their architecturally provided equivalent—a console table or two, possibly a serving-table near the kitchen door behind a screen, and table and chairs, seem to meet the average requirements. Cabinets of good design, or architectural wall recesses or niches can hold china if there is a fine collection that must be displayed.

One of the most interesting of all rooms to design and arrange is the "formal" dining-room for the large house, apartment, or club. Of this type the most satisfactory rooms created recently, at least in my opinion, have been those that have drawn on the old, the traditional, for a measure of support in the design both of architecture and furniture, and on the contemporary for its realization. This drawing on the traditional might consist in no more than an observance of good proportions and a pleasing balance or rhythm of decorative features and furniture.
Oval, round, and even octagonal plans have produced some very handsome rooms. An effective idea, and an up-to-the-minute one, for a strong central or repeated decorative fixture, is the setting of a cabinet or console table against a large, wall-high, slightly recessed mirror. The other appropriate furniture, because again reduced to essentials according to contemporary standards, must more than ever, in this kind of room, be studied for excellent placing. The size of the table and number of the chairs are naturally governed by the requirements. Such chairs are not kept habitually around the table can be set to good decorative effect against wall spaces.

A decided help to the pleasurable quality of any dining-room, be it "formal" or not, is the fireplace. It is a luxury that every one cannot have. The placing of a door or doors adjacent to it is not objectionable in the dining-room, as it is so positively in the living-room. In fact, the symmetrical design of chimney-piece plus doors can be a beautiful one in the dining-room, and the presence of the doors on either side of the chimney eliminates the necessity of placing two more pieces of furniture against the wall. The same necessity of symmetrical balancing of furniture is avoided if the entrance door is not placed on center. For no placing of furniture on either side of a centrally placed chimney-piece or door in a dining-room is as satisfactory as the symmetrical one—a balancing even of identical pieces. And for this reason, if such an arrangement should be impractical, it is often better to place the door, if possible, near the end of the wall. Because of the small variety of furniture required in the dining-room, it is desirable, if the room is to have any decorative pretensions at all, that the furniture be placed to good effect. From this standpoint, there is no room in the house that can suffer more from the injudicious placing of doors or the presence of too many doors. If several doors are required, the blind door can often be used to good purpose.

A thing that is stressed in designs of contemporary houses is exposure—as much exposure to sunlight and air as possible for every room—floods of sunlight as well as an intimate view of the fortunately adjacent landscape. That is all to the good. The dining-room receives its eastern exposure, to be wished for particularly when there exists in the house no separate room for breakfasting. Speaking merely from the standpoint of the decorative qualities of a room, however, there is no doubt that most rooms are at their best at night under artificial light. And it is very interesting to observe how little direct sunlight a room requires—still regarding the question from the decorative viewpoint—to be at its best in the daytime. There are rooms and rooms, of course, and sunlight is a very welcome thing in most of them. But shadow has charm as well. It is as potent a decorative agent in a room as it is on the exterior of a house. A judicious regulation of light by curtains or blinds in the beautifully appointed room is usually found best. The "health room"—all glass, all exposure—is another thing. It has turned its attention outdoors rather than in. Eating out-of-doors on the screened-in porch, deck, terrace, or loggia is being enjoyed more and more as people recognize the advantages of these outdoor rooms. And the inclusion on house plans of facilities for outdoor eating makes not only for more pleasant living, but also for a much appreciated change and rest from eating in the indoor dining-room or dining-nook or alcove.

The artificial lighting of dining-rooms can often be a problem. The central electric fixture
gives an unrelenting glare to the whole room that irks many people. Wall lights are not always well placed. I know of a fine dining-room that had wall lights in all four corners, leaving the center of the room, about the table, in obscurity. Candles could be lighted on the table during meals, but for general purposes the wall lights were far from adequate, and had to be supplemented by others nearer the center of the room.

Candles for the table seem to be a universal favorite. Indeed some people still use them as the only source of light during a dinner, not only on the table but placed against the wall in mirrored appliqués, and on the mantel-shelf. The lighting of the dining-room, like that of the living-room, is governed a great deal by personal preference, and by such taste as is involved. The variety of these preferences and ideas, and their decorative possibilities, makes the subject of great interest: the chandelier, the lamp, the pedestal light throwing an indirect illumination up on the wall, the tall floor candelabrum, the concealed system of lighting of ceiling or wall recesses, the drop-light over the table, all have their adherents and their qualifications. One form of fixture, however, that must pass into limbo with the dead game pictures, the plate-rail and the golden-oak buffet, is the colored glass "dome." In general, nowadays, a soft glow with adequate lighting of the table is preferred to brilliance and perfect clarity. The lighting of every room deserves careful study. The central fixture should be considered twice before used.

In conclusion, a word about the "atmosphere" of dining-rooms. I believe it is true that a certain sense of formality in the arrangement of design is not unpleasant in any dining-room. It is a hackneyed word—formality—and much out of favor. But a little bit of its quality mixed judiciously in the make-up of a room that one enters perhaps but two or three times a day, to relax pleasantly though not to lounge, to eat in and to enjoy, more than elsewhere perhaps, the interplay of good manners, is not out of place at all. It is present to a degree in dining-rooms through the mere regular patterning of the dining table and chairs. And it can be achieved further and very agreeably—is there any room that should be more agreeable, cheerful, even gay, than the room in which meals are taken?—by some of those special dining-room features, such as corner cupboards or built-in niches for fine china or glass, and possibly a floor of tile, composition, or marble. To add to the cheerful effect and to that something of formality, the appearance of a patterned or scenic wallpaper is just right in a dining-room, and the presence of plenty of flowers.

The architecturally designed console table placed against a mirror, as in the accompanying sketch, can be a handsome feature in a dining-room.
Fireplace in the patio of William L. Horton, Bel-Air, Calif. Gerard R. Colcord, architect

An outdoor fireplace built in connection with the Horticultural Exhibit at the Century of Progress Exposition, Chicago, 1933

Outdoor

A fireplace built of granite on the estate of C. A. Griffith, Azusa, Calif. The trees of the grove are the native California sycamore. Charles Gibbs Adams, landscape architect
Fireplaces

Fireplace on the estate of James Lee Loomis, Granby, Conn. The table in the foreground has a millstone top. Thomas H. Desmond & Associates, Inc., landscape architects

Fireplace in a corner of the patio of Ernest Klepetko, Huntington Palisades, Calif. W. P. Herbert, landscape architect

Fireplace in "Camellia Walk," the garden of Mrs. Caroline Adams, Pasadena, Calif. Charles Gibbs Adams, landscape architect
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HE architect may ask, with reason, what will be the effect, if any, of the housing activity of the Federal Government upon the physical aspect and arrangement of our dwelling structures. A fair answer is that the effect will vary directly with the interest shown in such activity, and the support given to it, by the architectural profession.

It must be borne in mind, that in only a comparatively small part of the total residential construction to be anticipated in the coming years can the Government exercise a direct control over the character of the buildings. The excellent demonstration projects to be erected by the Housing Division of the Public Works Administration cannot in any normal year constitute a major portion of new housing activity. Besides these, only the work of the Subsistence Homesteads Division and the reconditioning work of the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation, neither of which should bulk large in construction statistics, are planned and conducted under direct governmental supervision. The really great volume of residential construction with which the Government can be associated involves only an indirect control, through the medium of mortgages insured under the National Housing Act.

Any control, such as that established by the Federal Housing Administration under this Act, will be most effective where it is not control at all, but rather an agreement between the public and the Government as to what good housing should be. Such an agreement, in view of the general lack of public knowledge of and enthusiasm for high standards, will require a great deal of educational work. To put it frankly, the Government recognizes the fact that such standards cannot be enforced until the public is ready to demand their enforcement. It relies for aid, therefore, upon the important groups who are cognizant of the need for improved standards; and among these groups the architectural profession has a prominent place.

Some explanation is required of the method of approach to the problem which has been adopted by the Federal Housing Administration. Essentially it is a realistic approach. It derives primarily from the careful survey of existing housing conditions which was made by the Real Property Inventory during the winter of 1933–34; then from the public attitude toward housing standards inferable from this survey; and finally from a thorough study of the intent of the National Housing Act itself. On the basis of such an approach, many compromises are made necessary, with what scientists and humanitarians might set up as ideal. Minimum requirements for the present must be all too low if standards are to be made effective and enforceable; but progress to a more nearly ideal condition of things can be made gradually.

Any program for dealing with a change in existing conditions must fully weigh the strength of the opposition to change which those same conditions may present. We have for instance in this country approximately 25,000,000 dwellings, representing an estimated mortgage debt of nearly $20,000,000,000 and a probable valuation of $70,000,000,000. This money, whether in mortgages or equities, represents for the most part the investment of the savings of millions of people. Obviously, it is a major part of the wealth of the country.

Wealth in real estate, while not permanent, is consumed very slowly. Existing dwellings are adapted to a certain rate of obsolescence, based upon a generally accepted opinion of what constitutes habitable housing. Anything which tends rapidly to increase the rate of obsolescence tends to create an unbalanced distribution of wealth. This is true always of individual wealth, and is true of the general fund of wealth when the means are not also provided for simultaneously producing more wealth.

It should be evident therefore that any arbitrary raising of housing standards which would increase the rate of obsolescence of the bulk of
existing structures, and which would consequently render difficult or impossible the maintenance of a sound financial status for such buildings, would affect adversely the liquidity of the real-estate market and depress values. And, although it is obvious that no obligation exists to preserve existing values in perpetuity, or to uphold a fictitious level of values, it is equally plain that violent disruptions of the value level must be avoided if we are to have an orderly and sustained development of land.

Far from tending to produce violent disruptions of a value level, the Housing Act was definitely designed to eliminate the unbalanced fluctuations which have been characteristic of former methods of real-estate development and finance, and to prevent the alternate periods of free and excessive borrowing and of overloaded and frozen debts which accompanied them. The Act substitutes for former practices a system of long-term, steadily amortized financing, which prevents the borrower from being subjected at any time to large payments, and which insures the lender against the loss of principal.

The importance of this simple change to the construction industry, and consequently to the architectural profession, is clear. In the first place, anything which eliminates the uncertainty in the availability of capital is helpful to orderly progress in building and land development. More important, however, from the architect's point of view, I believe, is the device which the Act creates for adjusting the rate of the retirement of a loan to the rate of physical deterioration and obsolescence of the property.

The present real-estate debt incumbrance has been too greatly a system of permanent debt. People borrowed on a straight mortgage basis for repeated short terms without intention of repayment, expecting confidently that in the end a rise of property values would more than take care of the matter. The result has been that the value of the property became involved with the debt structure. Every effort was made to peg the former at a point which would sustain the latter. Consequently, every move to improve standards, to reduce the cost of producing equivalent properties, and frequently even to produce an adequate number of buildings, was strongly resisted by borrower and lender alike.

The long-term amortized mortgage, after the pattern set forth in the National Housing Act, breaks this jam. It places the real-estate debt on a basis that it is gradually liquidated, leaving the property debt free. Thus it is in a position where its removal from the market produces no financial vacuum, and consequently, where its continued utilization can be based solely upon its utility as determined by the standards accepted at the time. The old-fashioned mortgage, by the stagnation of debt, tends to produce a constant lowering of housing standards, and to balk such technological development as would endanger its claims. The new mortgage makes an improvement in standards over a period of years readily possible, without a disruption of the financial system.

As I have said previously, this raising of standards must be a gradual process. Adjustments must be made according to availability of existing structures, the ability of the construction industry (which includes the architectural group) to produce structures better than existing ones at lower cost, and in response to the demand of the public generally for better living conditions. The point is, however, that under the new system, no matter how slow they may appear to come, such adjustments can be made.

In view of the foregoing, the standards set up by the Federal Housing Administration and embodied in its Circulars Nos. 2 and 5 ("Property Standards" and "Subdivision Development") will be seen to constitute a step, but only a first step, in the direction of better housing conditions. In the matter of design and structure, they require at the present time no more than what the honest architect and the honest builder of average skill would of themselves produce. The highly competent practitioner will find them below his own standards; but he must remember that they are set up, not as a description of a model building but as minimum requirements for any house now existing or to be erected anywhere in the United States upon which an insured mortgage is desired.

The emphasis throughout is placed not so much upon structure and design as it is upon neighborhood and upon the relation of the dwelling to its land and its general environment. This may seem to architects an unbalanced treatment of the factors with which they are most concerned. It should be readily apparent, however, that such is not the case. The first essential to good housing is obviously a good neighborhood; and by a good neighborhood is meant one which is reasonably secure in its resi-
dential character, where the buildings which may be erected there and the uses to which they may be put are assured to be compatible with that character. Manifestly, it is a neighborhood where schools, parks, and means of transportation to work and to shopping centers are readily accessible.

The second essential is that the dwelling itself be so located that adequate light and air and privacy may be guaranteed to its occupants.

Emphasis on these factors means several things. It means on the one hand that the houses which the architect designs will be protected in their utilization against the intrusion of inharmonious and deleterious land uses. It means that neighborhood will be looked upon distinctly in relation to their residential characters as such, and that development will be directed to sound investment in good housing rather than to speculative building which looks forward to early removal for a more intensive use. It means also that in neighborhoods so dedicated, and on lots so laid out, dwellings will be less affected by obsolescence from the blight and deterioration which are the inevitable results of badly planned and unprotected neighborhoods. From this it follows that houses will not be rendered useless before their time, obsolescence may come to be calculable on a more scientific basis, and investment in property rendered more secure.

This emphasis should produce a further result. By improving at once the basic factors of good housing, and by assuring their maintenance, the improvement of the standards of the dwelling itself becomes more practical and more likely. Dwellings will be less apt to be allowed to deteriorate because the neighborhood is shifting. New equipment will be installed. Alterations will be made. And when the period of economic life and of reasonable habitability has been passed, there will be less likelihood of abandonment to uses which are socially undesirable, and, I believe, more likelihood of replacement with up-to-date structures.

The broader results of these measures may be summarized as follows: We have for the first time a system of real-estate finance which may be synchronized with the obsolescence of real-estate improvements, and which, therefore, should with little violence to the financial structure permit the removal of obsolete structures from the market. With the incubus of a permanent real-estate debt removed, great possibilities are opened up for raising housing standards, for speeding up technological advance, and for meeting changes in the levels of construction costs with diminished hazard. With the stabilization of neighborhoods, and the narrowing of the factors of obsolescence more closely to those inherent in the structure itself, we should see a greater confidence, and a greater interest in real-estate investment and in development for investment purposes.

In these results the architect should be a beneficiary. He should feel the effect of a more stable real-estate market and a steadier flow of development. He may possibly even hope for an escape from the twin nightmares of the profession, feast and famine—more work than he can take advantage of and economically produce at one period, and not enough work at other times to supply him with tobacco money. He should also benefit from a situation in which experimentation may be given play and where technological improvements can be taken into consideration. He should anticipate with some pleasure a world in which the number of buildings to be produced will be adjusted more rationally to the public need for them, rather than a world in which the control of building lies in the dead hands of an unrealistic mortgage system.

These benefits to the architectural profession the National Housing Act has in its power to produce.
Wood Carving of an Earlier Day

At top of page, the choir stalls of Antwerp Cathedral (1840–1883)

Detail of a confessional, Antwerp Cathedral, the figures carved at life size
Detail of the pulpit in the Church of St. Catherine, Hoogstraeten, near Antwerp. Erected 1524-1546

Detail of the choir stall ends, Hoogstraeten

A general view of the choir stalls, Hoogstraeten
Detail of the choir stall seats, turned up, Hoogstraeten

Double stairway, Abbey, Tongerloo, near Lierre

"Joh," a companion figure to the "King David," at the foot of the stairway in the Abbey, Tongerloo

"King David," one of the figures at the foot of the stairway shown above, carved at life size
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A detail of the choir stalls in the Abbey, Grimbergen

Choir-stall detail in the Abbey, (1664–1672), Averbode, near Diest

Choir stalls in the Abbey, Averbode

Lectern and seats in the Abbey at Averbode
Why Fear Color?
By Faber Birren

The eye distinguishes red, yellow, green and blue as primary—and all other pure colors bear resemblance to them. This is fundamental, and it establishes a basis for color study in architecture.

The human nature of color is quite different from the physical or scientific nature of it. Efficiency in light and heat reflection, the durability, permanence and imperviousness of colored materials, are generally known and understood. These qualities can be analyzed and measured. The architect is on sure ground.

Yet the simple appeal of color, its visual and emotional attraction, have no precise formulas—withstanding patented systems, devices and theories. Color is like design. Its successful use requires talent, viewpoint and a sense of form. It serves its purpose in architecture when it pleases. It has little relationship to structure or function. It is an adornment, and as such has always been an elusive problem.

Color rarely if ever is made the basis of an architectural design. However, color is often the first merit or impression on which an edifice is judged by the public.

Architects perhaps know too little about the human nature of color. Yet despite all the intangibles of color harmony and appeal there are certain facts and universal principles which ought to be known. Primarily the architect should become aware of the fact that progress has been made here too, and that color as a sensation has been fixed to laws which are fairly sure and finite. Such knowledge has come, not from the physicist or the chemist, but rather from the psychologist. And the new facts, simple though they are, represent a modern contribution to color study that has solved many elusive mysteries and opened up a wholly new and confident approach to effective beauty.

Consider these new foundations of color law. There are four unique and elemental pure colors: red, yellow, green, blue. All other hues bear resemblance to them. Orange looks like red and like yellow—but red and yellow do not look like orange. All conceivable forms of color are derivatives of pure hue, white, and black. Hue and white form tint; hue and black form shade; black and white form gray; hue, white, and black form tone. These seven forms are all-inclusive, and every color in existence classifies as one of them.

Color harmony cannot be arbitrarily studied with pure hues only. This is because each of the seven forms—pure hue, white, black, tint, shade, gray, tone—is visually as well as psychologically unique.

Pure red holds largest preference as a brilliant hue. Yet when tinted to pink it gives way to tints of blue, green and violet. Orange as a pure hue has few champions. Yet as a shade (brown) it tops the list among all shades. Color harmony should be studied from the standpoint of color form. If it is, the architect will have surer control over it.

Color beauty in the new light of psychology is quite easy to understand because it is wholly empirical and based on observation. Here is a simple check-list of facts, all of which make perfect sense because they are so evident. With them color harmony is put on a rational rather than a theoretic or dogmatic basis—an achieve-
ment that has been the ambition of colorists for many decades.

1. If you want to gain a strong, primal attraction with color, use pure red, yellow, green or blue. Intermediate hues, such as orange and violet, will appear more refined and less instinctive in appeal.

2. If you want to use modified colors, think in terms of hue, white, and black. If you want contrast, use a tint with black (the tint contains the two primary elements, hue and white, not found in black). Further contrast will be found in shade and white or pure hue and gray (and again, in each pair, one of the forms contains the two primary elements lacking in the other).

3. If you want softer analogy, work with pure hue, tint, and white, or pure hue, shade, and black. Here your forms bear similar elements and therefore harmonize as sensations.

4. The most universal of all color forms is tone, which contains hue, white, and black. A toned color will accord with all other forms—purity, tint, shade, gray, black—because it has elements in common with them.

5. Warm hues make the best shades. Red, orange and yellow in turn form maroon, brown and olive when mixed with black. They are more appealing than black containing blue, green, or violet.

6. Cool hues generally make the best tints. Blue, green, and violet when mixed with white are more beautiful, as a general rule, than tints of red, orange or yellow.

7. The form in which the color is to be used should guide choice. Remember that red makes a good pure hue and a weak tint. Orange makes a good shade but is not appealing in purity. Using two and three colors in combination is a simple task if forms are considered first and hues second. Color harmony should begin with a decision as to purity, tint, shade or tone. Then the most appealing colors in each form should be chosen. And finally, such colors can easily be adjusted to blend or contrast with each other.

8. Contrast with color generally relates itself to vision. Architectural exteriors, lobbies, corridors, can well use opposition of hue for lively, startling effects.

9. Analogy with color generally relates itself to emotion. Living-rooms, classrooms, auditoriums, places of longer occupancy, can well be treated with related hues, colors that bear resemblance. Here dominant effects of warmth or coolness, brightness or dimness, will have strong emotional influence—an effect that is sacrificed when too much contrast is involved. The warmth of red, for example, combined with the coolness of blue may startle the eye, but the emotion of one color will collide with the emotion of the other. An interior all in red, brown, buff, on the other hand, will have definite personality.

10. The “weight” of color has much influence. Deep tones seem to have stouter “structure” than pale or light tones. In exteriors too much heavy color over light color may injure the beauty of mass and form.

These ten suggestions quite adequately reveal the new science of color, an art that has gotten away from rule and regulation and divulged the character of sensation. Obviously, there is nothing fussy or punctilious about these ideas. They are founded on rational facts and they find application in intelligence and common sense rather than in color scales, gadgets, and the like.

Architecture needs a more direct approach to color. Modernism has led to an overabundance of garishness, a blunt splurge of hue lacking in both originality and beauty. A new art of color is needed to complement the present revolutionized era of design. The best place to find it—thanks to psychology—is in an analysis of sensation, and what the eyes and minds of human beings distinguish, like, and dislike.
When a Sprinkler Head Goes into Action

A high-speed motion-picture sequence of what happened in the tenth of a second after the solder started to melt.

Solder beginning to melt because of fire conditions.

Flat turning but no lower than in previous picture.

"Strut" collapsing, allowing water to start.

Heavier top or flat caused this piece to turn further.

One piece of strut shown just as released.

One other of the four pieces of the strut can be seen at the left of the frame.

The "flat" shown in above illustration dropped about one-eighth inch.

Water increasing in volume.

Water beginning to come in greater volume.

Full discharge of water— in the time it has taken the flat piece to drop about one inch.
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BOOK REVIEWS


A brief account of a localized architectural development of which there is little information otherwise available. As in other early efforts in America, Mr. Burns points out the dependence of the early builders upon the handbooks of Asher Benjamin, Batty Langley, William Pain, and others.


Dr. Drummond’s task has been to summarize and bring together between two covers the records of an architecture that already possesses a considerable literature of its own. He, however, lays great stress on the marriage of architecture and Christianity, with comment upon how this union may be served or dis-served by the walls, furnishings, and accessories which shelter and embellish it.


The Studio Year Book puts particular emphasis in its illustrations this year on American gardens, and these representatives need offer no apology to those of Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and even Great Britain. Special contributions this year are on the subjects: chrysanthemums, the herbaceous border, the decorative value of ferns, and the spring garden.


A compendium of factual and mathematical data, most of which is at present available, but in widely scattered sources. The volume treats, in logical continuity, of the fundamentals with which the architect and the engineer must be acquainted in order to use wood structurally in a safe and also in an economical manner.


It would be enough of a claim to enduring fame for a man to have written, as Sir Banister did, "A History of Architecture on the Comparative Method." The gifted teacher is rarely an active practitioner in the subject of his teaching, yet Sir Banister with his writing, teaching, and lecturing found time to carry on a rather extensive practice as an architect, a sympathetic record of which is found in this work.


For those who would have on their shelves a progressive history, largely pictorial, of what our rooms look like from generation to generation, it would be difficult to secure a better history than these annual issues of the Studio Year Book. Naturally enough the present volume reflects the far swing of the pendulum toward what we consider modernism—a swing, incidentally, which seems to be already on its return.


Porcelain enamelling has become a branch of industry that has recently shown, and gives promise of showing, rapid development. The American Ceramic Society and Porcelain Enamel Institute commend this book as a comprehensive, scientific, and yet practical discussion of the subject to its uttermost chemical details. The architect who, in specifying porcelain-enamelled plumbing fixtures, believes that he is dealing with a simple product, will find a revelation in the intricacies of the processes involved.


The author, who is assistant professor of art at Cornell, feels that while the literature concerned with Michelangelo is voluminous, it is confined almost entirely to the artist’s works. Vittoria Colonna, a contemporary, said: "Those who knew Michelangelo in his works alone, know only that of him which is least perfect." Mr. Finlayson has given us a particularly entertaining and apparently well-documented picture of the artist himself and his time.
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Better Practice

By W. F. Bartels

DOORS AND WINDOWS

(Continued)

WHEN a door is hung properly it will of course 'stay put' when opened. This means that the door has been properly hung and that the cut-outs for the hinges have been made accurately, as they should be. Where holes for lock spindles are made, they should be as small as possible, and locks should not weaken the mortise-and-tenon joint. The strike plates must be accurately placed so that there is the same amount of clearance above as below the bolt. A criterion of shrinkage in an old house is whether or not it has been necessary to change the strike plate.

Exterior doors are probably superior when made with a mortise-and-tenon joint, and it seems to be the consensus of opinion that a veneer on exterior doors should be 3/4". The edges of doors should be slightly beveled, and woods which are stringy and have a tendency to tear when planed, should be avoided for finished doors, but can readily be used for rough work where this would not be easily noticed. Most commercial doors are machinesanded for their finish. So unless belt-sanded finishes is actually specified, machine work will be used. Exterior doors of 2-1/2" are recommended, not only for their appearance, but for their strength. Where exterior doors are glazed, the glass should always be back-puttied, as further protection against the weather.

Fire-proof wood doors are used in some cases, but it will probably be cheaper to use a substantial metal door finished to imitate wood. Metal doors have many features to recommend them to the architect and the client. They offer better protection against burglar and vandals, and, what is more important in apartment houses, they are a big safety factor in guarding against the spread of fires. After next year they will be required in practically all multiple dwellings in New York City. When the architect is specifying metal or kalamin doors, he should differentiate between those used for exterior work and those used for interior work. An investigation of metal doors over five years old will convince him that he must give careful consideration to the material, its gauge, and its manufacturer, so that his doors will not soon rust away.

Glazed iron doors which are provided with grills should have the latter so hinged that the glass may be easily cleaned. Partition doors which are cut off at the bottom by asar and regular counter doors, must be given careful attention so that the bottoms shall be perfectly smooth and not have a rough edge which may cut one's leg if the door swings back too far. Due to the greater strength of the material, iron entrance doors generally have narrow stiles and should not be made to look like wood doors. How often a metal door is so heavy that a frail woman can hardly open it! It will be difficult if not impossible for the architect to have the locks set on these stiles, and hence it is advisable to have a rail or other part made so that the lock, knob or handle may be so placed that one's hand will not be injured when opening the door.

Revolving doors may well be regarded as an evasion in mind. If a guarantee is accepted (it is not harmful to take it as added protection), the following clause might well be inserted: "In the absence of any written protest filed with the architect and approved by him, there shall be no claim affecting the validity of this guarantee." Also, if a guarantee is given by the contractor it might be investigated as to whether or not this guarantee calls for the repairing of only the defective work, or if it includes the repairing of the damage resulting from the defective work. It is always necessary to have it clearly understood just what work is to be done by the contractor and with what facilities he will be provided to execute it. Is he to furnish his own scaffolds, staging and other equipment? In case of pits, who is to keep the water pumped out while

1—GENERAL

DAMPROOFING and water-proofing are so intimately associated that to many they may mean the same thing. In the trade it is generally understood that waterproofing means a process used to keep water out, while dampproofing is to keep moisture out. They both are of the utmost importance and should receive the very careful consideration of the architect and contractor. Many houses and buildings worry along without adequate water-proofing or damp-proofing, but in many cases faulty material or workmanship in either of these trades causes a severe loss to the owner. In all buildings great care should be taken so that when hurricane-wind velocity drives the rain against the building it will be met by sufficient resistance to keep it out.

Guarantees are too often accepted at their face value by the architect, who is prone to believe that they will protect him and the wall surface. However, this is not always the case. The guarantee may be thought to mean less work in architectural supervision, but it should not be depended upon in lieu of adequate and systematic inspection of the work. Very often the guarantee is made by the contractor with an evasion in mind. If a guarantee is accepted (it is not harmful to
the work is being done? Normally this latter is not a serious item, but on a large undertaking it may be a very expensive one.

2—DAMP PROOFING

Obviously damp proofing the interior of a building is done so that moisture may be prevented from penetrating into the interior, and to prevent damage to the plaster or other finish if the latter is applied directly on the wall. To this end, the dampproofing materials must have elasticity as well as durability.

Damp proofing is sometimes done from the outside after the building is completed. In most cases this is practically an admission of inferior work or decay. When the outside of a building is treated in this manner it is well to remember that if the brick or stone is fairly dense the trouble most likely lies in the joints of the masonry. It must be evident that a clear fluid cannot cover wall or close gaping holes, and that it is necessary to point such places up first. It is well to investigate whether or not the material to be used will change the color or texture of the interior. If the color on the wall makes no difference, a material with a fibre in it may well be used. This probably would be more satisfactory than a clear liquid, because the fibre enables the material to span any small holes. However, such materials are obtainable only in the darker colors, and much precaution must be taken if they are to be painted over. For instance, they must first be covered with aluminum paint, after which the finish paint may be applied.

Were the best interior damp proofing job imaginable obtained on a building, it would all be for naught if a poor job of spandrel waterproofing were to accompany it. Water penetrating a masonry wall is stopped from penetrating to the interior by the damp proofing. Hence the water trickles down until it reaches the floor. At this point it would be likely to turn into the building unless it is prevented from doing so by a properly installed spandrel job. It is important that the inside flap of the spandrel waterproofing be turned up and be sealed against the waterproofing on the wall, so that the water may be forced to the outside (Fig. 2B). Spandrel waterproofing is also made necessary by the fact that the settlement between the masonry and the floor may be different in a steel or concrete structure (Fig. 2C).

On a large building erected not so long ago in New York City, considerable difficulty was caused by water appearing on the ceiling of one of the rooms. This room was directly beneath a setback. Upon investigation it proved that the damp proofing had been carried down properly to the floor, and the flashing for the setback had been properly installed. The vital thing that had been forgotten was a proper means of conducting the water to the outside once it had reached the bottom of the wall (Fig. 2D). It is absolutely necessary that precautions of this type be taken to prevent water from reaching the ceiling of the floor below. Some of the preventive measures necessary to be taken in spandrel work are shown in (Fig. 2E).

Another source of difficulty in walls arises where beams and girders are used in connection with exterior bearing walls. They must be properly protected in order to keep out the moisture.

Parapet walls are another source of annoyance when not given the proper attention to prevent water from seeping down on the inside face. They are best treated by having the flashing extended clear through them, and having the latter serve as a cap flashing for the roof flashing (Fig. 2F). If the inside of the parapet is left bare and the parapet wall is not flashed, a severe storm in all likelihood will cause damage on the floor below. Where a rail or any other iron work is sunk into a parapet wall and must pierce the flashing, an adequately protected pitch-pocket must be provided wherever the flashing is punctured (Fig. 2G).

Soft metals can be used for spandrel waterproofing, but probably would be too expensive. Ordinary waterproofing felt is of such a nature that if it were torn or injured it
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might be worse than no waterproofing at all. One of the best materials is a fabric which is in itself waterproof and offers decided resistance to the ordinary rough usage it might receive on a building under construction. All materials used must, of course, be properly flashed up around the columns, adequately turned up against the damp proofing at the back of the wall, and sufficiently overlapped and sealed so that no water may enter (Fig. 21).

Another method of damp proofing is that of raking out the joints and then filling them with a material which is water-repellent. It would be too much to ask that this material last any length of time, because the space in the joint is not enough to provide ample body.

Bulkheads may well come under the list of items requiring waterproofing, because they are generally exposed to the most severe tests put to a building. They should be treated with the same care accorded any other part of a building that is exposed to water, as well as water pressure.

Skylights have the reputation of always causing trouble. This may be diminished by keeping them well up above the roof, and by pitching the roof so that water drains away quickly (Fig. 21).

### 3—WATERPROOFING

In sandy soils where there is good drainage, it may be true that no less precaution may be needed in waterproofing basement walls. But it always must be borne in mind that water plays unpredictable tricks in all soils, and it is cheaper in the long run to take great pains with the cellular walls than to have them leak for unknown reasons after the building is completed.

Much has been said pro and con concerning the adding of waterproofing materials to concrete. It has been generally conceded that cracks developing in a concrete wall will nullify the use of any integral waterproofing. However, it might be added that when a crack is seen it is more easily remedied than when there is a leak and it is impossible to find its cause. It must be admitted that nothing can be added to a mixture that will make a wall perfectly waterproof if it is made from a poor mixture of concrete. A proper proportion of cement is always necessary, and all too often in this country we use a mixture that is too scant in cement to make a good and lasting job. It is only necessary to compare the 1-3-5 mixture that is used in other countries. A gravelly and gritty mixture, poorly mixed, will not give a dense, tight wall, nor will a concrete wall be waterproof unless the concrete is properly puddled to eliminate all voids through which the water may work its way. Then again, in many cases the improper pouring of concrete prevents its being waterproof, such as when the concrete is allowed to be dumped in one pile and then raked over to the rest of the form. This means that where the concrete is dropped the large and major portion of the aggregate is concentrated, to the detriment of the wall.

In waterproofing it must be remembered that it will be very difficult to locate leaks exactly after the building has been completed. To waterproof foundations on the outside of the wall, the material may be applied directly to the wall. Sometimes this is impractical because of the fact that the wall may be adjoining rock, or sliding earth, or be of a depth that would prevent men working between the wall and the earth. In such cases a brick or terracotta wall is built up and the material applied to it (Fig. 3A). The waterproofing should either be run under the columns and bases, or around them and up to a height above the water level. The former method is probably more depend-
able, and it protects the steel work at the same time. In large buildings, where there is great weight upon the piers, it is better to keep the waterproofing of the piers and the walls separate from each other, so that any settling of the piers greater than that of the walls will not cause a crack in the waterproofing. Where there is a head of water present it must be remembered that the waterproofing absolutely will not carry or resist a load, and therefore the floor or wall must be designed to take care of this. All that the waterproofing can do is to keep the water from penetrating the wall or floor. Where the waterproofing fabric is used in the floor, it is better that a preliminary floor be laid, over which the waterproofing may be applied before the regular floor slab is superimposed (Fig. 3B).

When waterproofing fabric is laid in cold weather it should be well rolled and brushed into the hot tar immediately upon its being laid. Otherwise the tar will cool before it has a chance to adhere to the material. The ends of the roll or pieces should, of course, be lapped at least 8". The side lap will depend upon the number of plies it is intended to be used.

It might be well to mention here the prominence played by saturated fabrics in work of this type. They are not so susceptible to tearing and have more elasticity than the felt types of waterproofing. Watch the melting point of the pitch used in this work, because it would not be advisable to use a low-melting-point pitch which might be subjected to too much heat. Where the waterproofing is used for the foundation walls of a house or other building, it is better to see that it is carried up to the water line. The small alcove grade rather than be limited is better to see that it is carried up to the water line. The small alcove grade rather than be limited is better to see that it is carried up to the water line. The small alcove grade rather than be limited is better to see that it is carried up to the water line. The small alcove grade rather than be limited is better to see that it is carried up to the water line.

Where sidewalks are laid over vault space, great care must be taken to connect the waterproofing to the outside wall of the vault, as well as to the dampproofing of the building. The wall of the building in such cases may well be regarded a setback, the treatment of which was described previously under "Dampproofing" (Fig. 3D).

Bathroom floors are too often subject to dry rot if not properly waterproofed. The beams in the bathroom floor are difficult to replace. Trouble may easily be avoided by the proper installation of a waterproof fabric underneath the tile or other material. Lead pans underneatht showers are generally called for, and should in all cases be installed. They should be properly flashed to the drain, and, in order to give an added guarantee, should be folded at the corners rather than cut and soldered. Where a shower-room is used frequently, many architects feel that they should protect the sides as well as the floor—a very wise precaution indeed. It may be done by means of sheet lead properly installed. Because leakage takes place through cracks and joints, if the entire enclosure cannot be protected by sheet lead, then it is well to have the corners and other vulnerable spots taken care of.

Roofing must be flashed up under sills so that there will be no danger of the water entering at this point. But it is well to have sills of doors opening out on to roofs of such a height that they are above the low point of the roof flashing, so that there will be no danger of water flowing in over the sills. The latter should be set in a mastic compound to make doubly sure there is no leak (Fig. 2E).

4—CALKING

Calking is not a subject to be lightly dismissed, but is an absolute necessity for the welfare of the building. All doors and windows, including the sills as well as the heads, should be properly calked. The sills should be set in a bed of mastic when different materials ad-join, such as iron and masonry; the joint should be properly pointed up with a calking compound that will completely seal the opening against the weather. Coping stones should also have their joints calked. It is well also to rake out and fill the terra-cotta joints with calking. Not the least of the evils of omitting calking is the leakage around the frames, causing them to swell up, particularly if the back of the wooden window-frame is not protected by one or more coats of paint.

"Permanently elastic" is the misnomer often given to calking by over-zealous sponsors. But it is possible to obtain calking compounds that, when installed under direct supervision of the manufacturers, will last a considerable length of time under all conditions of weather.
Many of the architect's creations fail to measure up to his expectations. Here is one of a series, however, that satisfy, in a measure, the designers themselves.

(Scale details overleaf)

Entrance doorway,
House at Locust Valley, N. Y.

HARVEY STEVENSON & EASTMAN STUDDS
Architects
Entrance doorway, House at Locust Valley, N.Y.

Harvey Stevenson & Eastman Studds, Architects
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Rehousing Urban America

THE APPEARANCE OF THIS BOOK IS OF ENORMOUS SIGNIFICANCE: A STUDY OF THE CREATIVE EVOLUTION OF HOUSING ARCHITECTURE IN THE PAST AND UP TO NOW, FOLLOWED BY THE CREATIVE PROJECTION OF A LIVING ARCHITECTURE INTO A CHANGING FUTURE. ITS FACTS APPLY DEFINITELY TO HOUSING, BUT ITS SEARCHING METHODS, ITS ANALYSES AND SYNTHESSES, ARE EQUALLY IMPORTANT FOR ANY ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEMS. NO ONE BUT HENRY WRIGHT COULD HAVE DELIVERED SUCH A BOOK, FOR HIS EXPERIENCE IS COUNTRY-WIDE AND HE IS STEEPED IN THE BODY OF ORDINARY AMERICAN PRACTICE; HOWEVER, HE HAS AN UNDERSTANDING GRASP OF THE EUROPEAN HOUSING EVOLUTION, AND HE HAS THE ORIGINALITY OF MIND TO PROJECT HIS SUBJECT INTO THE FUTURE. HIS HISTORICAL STUDY ISN'T JUST COMFORTABLY DESCRIPTIVE, AS SUCH THINGS USUALLY ARE; IT PENETRATES THE PAST JUST AS HIS CREATIVE MIND PENEetrates THE FUTURE.

WRIGHT, THROUGH HIS SUMMER SCHOOL AND THE HOUSING STUDY GUILD, HAS FRUCTIFIED THE MINDS OF MANY YOUNG ARCHITECTS—MOST OF WHOM ARE NOW PROMINENTLY IDENTIFIED WITH HOUSING IN WASHINGTON AND ELSEWHERE. THIS BOOK ENABLES HIS FRUITFUL INFLUENCE TO AFFECT ARCHITECTS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. HIS BOOK IS IN THE BEST SENSE TECHNICAL, THE VERY SOUL OF TECHNIQUE. ONE MAY AND DOES DISAGREE WITH HIS BRIEF INCursions INTO GENERAL ECONOMICS, BUT THAT BITES SO DEEPLY THAT ITS RESULTS ARE GENUINELY CREATIVE. FOR METHOD IT IS INDISPENSABLE, IT CLEARs OUT ONE'S DUSTY BRAIN PASSAGES. I HAVE NOW READ IT THREE TIMES, WITH PAPER AND PENCIL NEXT TO ME TO WORK THINGS OUT. AND I WILL READ IT AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR FOR THE REST OF MY PLANNING LIFE SO AS TO ASSURE A CONSTANT FRESHENING, A CONSTANT REMINDER THAT MOST HABITUAL MENTAL EQUIPMENT IS STALE. FOR ALERT PEOPLE IT IS A SET OF RAZOR-EDGE TOOLS WHICH IMMENSELY FACILITATE THE CREATIVE ARCHITECT'S JOB AND FREE HIM FOR THE LARGER SYNTHESSES. BUT THE PRESENT TENDENCY MUST BE GUARDED AGAINST—the use of Wright's and others' tools, which are only a splendid means, as an end in themselves, as a SUBSTITUTE FOR CREATIVE THINKING AND DESIGNING. THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE.

THE BOOK IS IN THREE SECTIONS:

Part I. Housing: The Focal Point in Rehabilitating Our Cities.

Part II. Study of the Recent Evolution and Development of Housing Techniques.

Part III. A Forecast of Planning Advancement.

Part I outlines the growth (or decay) of our cities. AS THE FACTS AND FACTORS ARE SO WELL KNOWN, THEY WILL NOT BE DISCUSSED HERE. THE DIAGRAMMATIC RINGS OF GROWTH AND DECAY EPITOMIZE THE STORY VERY GRAPHICALLY. THE HABITUAL NARROW DEEP LOT, RESPONSIBLE FOR SO MUCH OF THE PHYSICAL UNSUITABILITY OF THE HOUSING OF OUR CITIES, AND WHICH STILL IS THE STUPID STANDARD FOR OUR SUBDIVISIONS, IS MAGNIFICENTLY ATTACKED. ONE Wonders whether it could not be made compulsory reading for all realtors. With equal effectiveness Wright shows once more how wasteful are the standard gridiron patterns of the streets of our cities, which devote as much space to them in residential areas as in concentrated business areas. He restates cogently the case for attacking the problem of rehousing in blighted districts rather than in slums.

Part II is a discerning analysis of recent housing history. Wright shows the continuity and progressive advance of development in the few large-scale American housing achievements, which, due to their rarity, are generally considered as less interrelated instances than they really are. He shows the slow change away from the narrow-deep structure, whether house, flat or tenement, with its minimum of light and maximum of waste space, into the H-shaped structure with somewhat larger courts, first 50 feet wide, then often larger. He shows the combined influence of the deep, narrow building and the large hotel, bringing relatively large apartment houses with corridors; the step forward by Andrew Thomas, who eliminated long halls by adding stairways and planned with more open courts; coming down to the simple perim-

By Albert Mayer

its substance and spirit will produce architects and engineers capable of dealing creatively with the problems of technique involved in rehousing. It is important for all of us to grasp the implications of his provocative thinking, but undesirable to accept his or anyone's conclusions—he himself says over and over again that they are tentative. His great contribution is a searching attack that bites so deeply that its results are genuinely creative. For method it is indispensable, it clears out one's dusty brain passages. I have now read it three times, with paper and pencil next to me to work things out. And I will read it at least once a year for the rest of my planning life so as to assure a constant freshening, a constant reminder that most habitual mental equipment is stale. For alert people it is a set of razor-edge tools which immensely facilitate the creative architect's job and free him for the larger syntheses. But the present tendency must be guarded against—the use of Wright's and others' tools, which are only a splendid means, as an end in themselves, as a substitute for creative thinking and designing. There is no substitute.

The book is in three sections:

Part I. Housing: The Focal Point in Rehabilitating Our Cities.

Part II. Study of the Recent Evolution and Development of Housing Techniques.

Part III. A Forecast of Planning Advancement.

Part I outlines the growth (or decay) of our cities. As the facts and factors are so well known, they will not be discussed here. The diagrammatic rings of growth and decay epitomize the story very graphically. The habitual narrow deep lot, responsible for so much of the physical unsuitability of the housing of our cities, and which still is the stupid standard for our subdivisions, is magnificently attacked. One wonders whether it could not be made compulsory reading for all realtors. With equal effectiveness Wright shows once more how wasteful are the standard gridiron patterns of the streets of our cities, which devote as much space to them in residential areas as in concentrated business areas. He restates cogently the case for attacking the problem of rehousing in blighted districts rather than in slums.

Part II is a discerning analysis of recent housing history. Wright shows the continuity and progressive advance of development in the few large-scale American housing achievements, which, due to their rarity, are generally considered as less interrelated instances than they really are. He shows the slow change away from the narrow-deep structure, whether house, flat or tenement, with its minimum of light and maximum of waste space, into the H-shaped structure with somewhat larger courts, first 50 feet wide, then often larger. He shows the combined influence of the deep, narrow building and the large hotel, bringing relatively large apartment houses with corridors; the step forward by Andrew Thomas, who eliminated long halls by adding stairways and planned with more open courts; coming down to the simple perim-

Fig. 126. The view of Praunheim project, Frankfurt a. M., of which Ernst May was the directing architect.
eter planning at Sunnyside, two rooms deep, with greater simplicity and openness and the resultant economies of first cost and maintenance. There are two threads which are carried through—the group or row house, and the apartment. But their progress is roughly parallel, and in Sunnyside the two living types are successfully combined, a reminder against the present tendency of doctrinaire adoption of one type alone in any one development. Finally we reach Radburn where, due to its being on virgin soil, the planning was on a very large scale, free from the adventitious limitation to the size of city blocks, free for rational planning of safe and conveniently located parks and playgrounds, and of motor highways isolated from pedestrian traffic and placed so that a minimum of noise reaches the houses.

Wright actually had a part in most of these evolutionary steps, and his brief histories are illuminating, indicating the legal, architectural and social problems involved in these progressively larger and bolder undertakings; and, in the case of Sunnyside, showing the interesting evolution in the solution of these problems within the same project. The first-rate achievement of the hillside housing in Chatham Village in Pittsburgh was in great measure due to the previously accumulated experience of Stein and Wright. These facts indicate the importance of publishing full case histories of all such projects, past and future, so that progress may be rational and continuous. Of course, all this intelligent development was restricted to a comparatively few moderate rental developments. It would have been interesting to show how, during the same period, in the planning of expensive apartments and of subdivisions generally, built by speculative or investment builders, there was a dreary stagnation without perceptible advance in any large sense, except for the inclusion of more and more adjuncts of equipment—oil burners, refrigerators, etc. A major mystery is why none of the good sense of these few projects filtered into the vastly greater operations of the ordinary builders. A still greater mystery is why even now, with the evidence of breakdown all around us, banks and insurance companies are again lending money for construction of the same old apartment houses on 100-foot or 120-foot plots, with the same old excessive coverage, the same old vulnerability to outside influences due to their small size, and on the same old inferior subdivisions. The few remaining open plots are being filled with the same potential structural junk, instead of the movable junk that’s there now.

The case for group and row housing and for large-scale apartment housing, as against the detached house and the small apartment house, is so strong that it is hard to understand why they haven’t begun to replace them generally.

The use of incinerators, automatic refrigerators, centralized heating for large areas, permit an intelligent rearrangement and elimination of now unnecessary streets. These are the creative uses of new inventions, as contrasted with their customary use simply as gadgets. Wright develops these points effectively, and the points here as elsewhere in the book are vividly illustrated.

The last chapter of Part II is devoted to a discussion of the evolution of German housing since the War, which reached a splendid pinnacle in the Praunheim and Romerstadt developments in Frankfurt, part of “a program which introduces large open expanses to form barriers between different parts of the community, creating a large amount of open space for recreation, gardening and general amenity.” To my mind, these are the boldest, most effective, most impressive, most beautiful achievements in housing anywhere at any time. (I should, however, add the qualification that I have not seen any of the Russian housing.) Their conception and execution are on a magnificent scale, a landmark in city planning and housing. What a contrast with our present method of hacking a few blocks here and a few blocks there out of a slum! We all hope that slums will go, but if we take our first steps there, we set a standard of planning based on the hampering influences of existing patterns and ownerships and prices. We should first go where we can plan relatively freely, then reflect such free planning back into the slums.

Another and related point arises from a comparison of Romerstadt and Praunheim with American examples. We all fear the “regimentation” of German housing, so we go in for breaks and groupings to lend “interest.” But how can we call it regimentation—the long sweeping vistas of Romerstadt, gradually unfolding and gradually changing as we follow the rhythm of the long curves and the straight stretches. If we must use words to identify essentially architectural concepts, let us drop the contrast of “regimentation” and “interest,” and substitute the more justified characterizations of continuing serenity as against conscious interruption. Stimulating as are Parts I and II, and important as they are as groundwork for Part III, it is Part III that is Wright’s great contribution to a living theory of design.
One must first assume that the architect, having in his capacity as an informed citizen done his utmost to urge on those in charge, proper concepts such as low density, ample open spaces and recreational facilities, freedom from noise and traffic, sunlight and cross ventilation—in short, the amenities generally—in the end, not be expected to have under certain determined conditions. To state this problem and the architect's subsequent problem, I cannot do better than to connect up various quotations from the book.

The advancement in each of these classes of dwelling (group row houses and apartment houses) has been shown to derive mainly from the release from the restrictions of the narrow lot, and the organization of a considerable area in an interrelated manner. In Part III we turn our attention to certain recent advancement in this same technique. We shall try to understand the basis of evolution of their plan forms, to secure results directly related to family needs, also their application to an orderly and complete community organization. . . .

... Architects are handicapped in this field because they are mainly familiar with problems in the high rental field, so that often their personal position in society bars them from an appreciation of the mode of life and requirements of quite a different income range. These needs cannot be learned merely from statistics or even from an examination of their present living conditions, since opportunities for the development of an appropriate way of life have been restricted by the use of congested and badly arranged quarters. In planning, the designer must study individual plan arrangement and efficiency, bearing in mind that all his plan types are tested out in site plans, for good unit plans may not necessarily yield the best site plans, or community organization. The detailed plan is then restudied to a point where it is finally checked for its economy and suitability, its importance for new construction methods, and for its space-quality, furnishability, outlook and orientation, privacy within and without the apartment.

An example of such intelligent evolutionary study is shown in Fig. 166. Fig. 166B shows the original plan. The advantages of Wright's further developments are obvious. This whole process indicates the importance of the analytic method in creative design. The first step is born of the conception of more apartments per stair than the simple line plan affords, but retaining cross-ventilation. Every successive step in evolution and improvement is the result of close analysis, both in this immediate case and from previous analyses of cost and planning relationships. By changing the direction of the stair, and the distance of overlap of the two legs of the Z, a variety of arrangements and improvements is obtainable. Further, the B and C in which the left and the right half of the plans are a half story apart, lend themselves, as Wright shows, to particularly advantageous basement and roof solutions.

The chapter on planning as affected by new construction methods, especially the development of structures where exterior walls and partitions are not used for support and partitions are readily movable, culminates in a simplified demonstration of flexibility of interior space, and its convertibility into apartments of various sizes and qualities as may be required during the physical life of a building, which as we-all know now far exceeds its usable life. The point made by Wright is that if the basic elements of site planning, outlook, orientation, open spaces,
are permanently sound, then the new movable elements permit adjustment of the apartments themselves to the changing family sizes and requirements which may centre.

The chapter on analytic and cost studies is important, particularly in three respects; it shows the importance of comparative operating costs as well as the more usual, with the related first costs, it indicates rapid methods of cost comparisons which are nevertheless sufficiently close for the architect’s use in arriving at plan types; and, finally, as no plan can have every economy, it indicates the comparative importance of various items that generally differ in different plans. In this connection it will be seen that the importance of different cost items will change with prefabrication or other changes in construction methods. For instance, the coupling of baths and kitchens back to back, which is now a major economy in comparison with others, will become of major importance when prefabricated units are used.

The chapter on the living quality of three-dimensional space as against two-dimensional lines on plans, to begin with the related question of outlook, orientation, sunlight penetration and prevailing breezes, initiates a set of considerations that are too little considered currently. Here, as at other points, Wright adumbrates the problems and gives opinions without making any claim at finality, and emphasizes the need of further study.

It is seen that the design of housing and of communities is on such a scale and involves so wide a range of factors, experience and talents, that a project requires the collaboration of minds variously trained, and beyond that it requires collaboration in the sense of full exchange of information and experience as between the agencies and practitioners in the field. Such collaboration, and such analytic methods as outlined, need not for a moment dim the spontaneity and the fire of creative design. If rightly used they should supply a firm grounding to assure that creative design will have a vital relation to the life of the day and to the desirable life of the future.

In such a discussion as this, in such a book as Wright’s, in actual design, one must deal in great measure with abstractions—with I-plans, with T-plans, with population densities, with plan efficiencies, with percentages of space for recreation. They are crystallized summaries of experience. But they are valid only as they become mobile, fluid in the hands of sensitive designers, and only as these designers are constantly conscious that they are designing for people, only as they are responsive to the habits and needs and aspirations of all people, as they will dedicate their imagination to exalt the bodies and spirits of people. Without this leavening, crystallized experience becomes mere formula. We are not designing in order to achieve I-plans or T-plans, or because all the report of open space—not any of these as ends in themselves. Only as we apply these in particular cases with the delicate adjustments that fit them for specific human beings as such, can we call ourselves architects. This is the spirit of Wright’s book and of his work. Let us see to it that it is this living substance that we get out of it.

One or two miscellaneous things remain to be said: 1. The book lacks a bibliography or summary of references. 2. Wright uses the word “rehabilitation” throughout the book in its broad sense, and not in the newly technical sense of alteration or renovation in contrast to new construction. 3. I think it requires a note of explanation that in this review of a book on housing there is no attempt to specify what is within the subject requires some one to subdivide the book so that it can be put within easy reach of all who need it. But whether they do or not, every architect should have access to it. And while this possible foundation is at it, I suggest it arrange to subsidize Henry Wright as Housing Thinker-at-Large. Heaven knows the subject requires some one to think about it with all his mind, and all his mind, rather than to sandwich it in between the jobs that permit him to support himself. And there is no better candidate than Henry Wright.
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Fig. 150. Illustrating a study method to determine various room combinations within a given building length

Fig. 151. Illustrating an analytical method of building up a plan type from minimum basic service length

Fig. 156. Evolution of a Z-shaped apartment plan devised by the Housing Study Guild to secure four apartments per floor off a single stair, without hallways
Tuesday, April 30.—Spent an interesting afternoon with Aymar Embury, going over the architectural studies for the Tri-Borough Bridge and for the mid-town vehicular tunnel under the Hudson. Only with a feeling of having had the cells of his mind expanded as though by a glove stretcher. The architects and engineers concerned with these two tremendous projects have had to think in a scale widely differing from the one with which the architect ordinarily deals. Naturally, the progress of the study shows a constant march towards simplification. The further one goes with these drawings, the more dropping off of excrescences, elaborations, and every tendency of fussiness. Incidentally, since Embury was trained as an engineer before he became an architect, there has been in this work a particularly close and harmonious association of those contributing towards the structural and the architectural factors of the whole. The two have never been separated—as has so often unfortunately been the case. Engineer and architect have been marched forward to an achievement, hand in hand.

Friday, May 7.—A committee of the Institute has been working for many months in the development of a standard filing system for architectural plates and articles. W. H. Tusler of Minneapolis, has served as chairman, and his committee has produced what seems to be a well-balanced scheme that meets the first essential—adaptability to a wide variety of needs both in subject matter and in quantity. I am wondering, however, whether now that the Institute has devised an official filing system for plates, we may discover that filing habits have changed. Certainly there must be considerable likelihood of an architect looking over his accumulation of collected plates, from time to time, and deciding that 90 per cent of them are mere imperfections. Now that we have this admirable system of filing, possibly the architect will file nothing more, but keep, instead, unbroken sheets of his architectural journals, properly indexed.

Tuesday, May 7.—Miss Katherine Cole motored A. F. Brinckerhoff, Charles N. Lowrie, and myself up to Hillside Houses this morning in a soaking rain to study the landscape problem facing Mrs. Marjorie Sewell Cautley. It is a curious thing, when one comes to think of it, that while we speak glibly of low-cost housing, we never speak of low-cost landscaping. Just as in housing, there are certain fundamentals in solidity of construction, planning for light and air elements that are not susceptible of cost reduction—so it is in landscaping these projects. It would be absurd to decide that a few ailanthus trees and some gravel would be suitable companions of low-cost housing. Good landscape belongs with the essentials, and cannot be cheapened. One can use deciduous material instead of evergreens, but soil and lawns and planting technique cannot be skimmed.

Thursday, May 9.—Harrie Lindeberg and a good many others are perturbed over the fact that The New York Times, in reviewing the recent General Electric Small House Competition, made the complacent statement that the designs show a definite trend toward the flat-roofed type of house. As Lindeberg says: 'Every architect in the world knows that the architect's age-old enemy is water—whether it's rain or melting snow. We're somehow expected to keep the water outside the house—and every practical architect knows that there is no such thing yet evolved as an inexpensive flat roof that will not leak. Flat roofs are not intelligent, realistic house design, and most of us who are directly responsible to the people who are to live in the house prefer to build roofs that will shed rather than collect water. Call this a prejudice, if you will, but grant us our reasons, at least, for this cherished architectural whimsy. We don't want leaking roofs and can't see constant repairs, inside and out, as any sensible part of a low-cost house. Thus is confusion spread in the land, and the impression given that something is happening in house design which isn't happening at all.'

Friday, May 10.—Julian Levi invited a number of us to his office this afternoon to meet Jacques Greber, who had brought over from Paris with him some of the preliminary drawings of the Excelsio' competition of 1917. It is to be built along the Seine, centering at the Eiffel Tower and the Trocadero. Four or five bridges tie the two sides together, these bridges possibly to be equipped with moving sidewalks on which one can be transported across the river but without too much lingering over the view. Best of all, the scheme has a plan—a backbone, an obvious framework, of which one would be aware in any part of the grounds.

Wednesday, May 15.—The Federal Housing Administration has published a little booklet which tells the layman "How You Can Build, Buy, or Refinance Your Home." It is in the form of questions and answers, and seems to have covered almost any question that could come up. These booklets, I imagine, may be had without charge from the Federal Housing Administration, in case an architect would like to send one with a letter to an interested prospect.
Faces at the A. I. A. Convention

W. L. Plack of Philadelphia, retired, who has attended many conventions

Harry F. Cunningham of Washington, D.C., with Russell F. Whitehead in the background

Richard Philipp, one of our Milwaukee hosts

William Stanley Parker of Boston

Below, F. P. Byington of New York, of the Producers’ Council

Frank J. Baldwin of Washington, D.C., ex-secretary of the A. I. A., with Frederick Bigger of Pittsburgh

The new president, Stephen F. Voorhees of New York, with Alvin E. Harley of Detroit

Below, George S. Kysi of Philadelphia, with Hobart Upjohn, newly elected president of the New York Chapter

David J. Witmer of Los Angeles and Charles F. Cellarius of Cincinnati

Ralph T. Walker, outgoing president of the New York Chapter

Alexander E. Eischweiler, Sr., dean of the Milwaukee architects

Below, J. André Fouilhoux of New York, partner of the late Raymond M. Hood

Charles D. Maginnis, of Boston, preferred art galleries
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Caught by the Editor's Camera

H. W. Buemming, another of our Milwaukee hosts

Ex-Governor Walter J. Kohler at his garden party surrounded by an attentive group of architects

Louis LaBeaume of St. Louis, elected first vice president

M. H. Furbringer of Memphis

Hubert G. Ripley of Boston and Frederick W. Garber of Cincinnati

Alexander C. Guth, another of our Milwaukee hosts

Ely Jacques Kahn of New York and Frank Bratz, general manager of the Kohler plant

George C. Nimmons of Chicago, talking with Charles C. Zantzinger of Philadelphia and Charles D. Maginnis

Below, the outgoing president, Ernest J. Russell of St. Louis, with Raymond J. Ashton of Salt Lake City

Below, the executive secretary of the A. I. A., Edward C. Kemper

Past-President Irving K. Pond of Chicago

Below, William Jones Smith of Childs & Smith, Chicago
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Sunday, May 26.—The Producers’ Council had invited members of the architectural press to share their special car en route from New York to Milwaukee, the scene of the Sixty-seventh Annual Convention of The American Institute of Architects. As it turned out, there seemed to be two or three of the architectural press to one Producer.

Monday, May 27.—Having picked up a few more Producers and another member or two of the architectural press in Chicago, we arrived in Milwaukee to find the Hotel Schroeder humming with a dazzling array of A. I. A. badges—orange ribbons for the delegates, blue for alternates and other members, white for affiliates, green for members of the Producers’ Council, and red for guests and press. Depression or no depression, the convention seems fully up to its usual size. Almost all of the familiar faces one sees year after year are here, with a large sprinkling of new ones.

Tuesday, May 28.—Mayor Daniel W. Hoan welcomed the convention to Milwaukee, giving us, incidentally, a vivid impression of a mayor who has a highly developed social sense and is following that lead in the conduct of his city. With the address of the president, Ernest J. Russell, an interesting paper on “The Beginnings of the Institute” by Frank C. Baldwin, a brief but stirring appreciation of the late Thomas R. Kimball by William Steele of Omaha, and the masterly organization and detail of Edwin Bergstrom’s report as treasurer, the morning session ended.

The voice of Washington was heard in the afternoon session: Louis A. Simon, speaking for the Supervising Architect’s Office; Bertholf M. Pettit, for the PWA; Miles I. Colean of the FHA; and Pierre Blouke of the reconditioning activities of HOLC. Frank R. Sullivan, chairman of the A. I. A. Committee on Public Works, read a masterly report upon the necessity for the closest co-operation with the federal authorities in Washington, rather than any suggestion of mere job seeking on the part of the profession.

The in the last few moments of the 1934 convention a resolution, unconsidered and undeated, was passed directing the Board to prepare the necessary changes in the organization to provide for the unification of the entire architectural profession within the A. I. A. We brought it upon ourselves, therefore—this deluge of amendments—and having caused the Board untold labor and thought by a casual last moment gesture of the 1934 convention, we found the result quite unpleasant. By the time the long day had dragged to its close, there was little left of unification; very little left of attempts to hasten and promote the unification idea. We shall go along pretty much as we were. One thing is sure: if there were not two of three such days in our A. I. A. conventions for two or three years running, I imagine that delegates would have to be forcibly compelled to attend. It was a good deal like the machine that has acquired a new automobile. Over the week-end, instead of going for a ride, he takes the machine apart nut by nut, and puts it together again.

Friday, May 31.—This morning proved to be one of the most productive sessions of the convention. Business was dispatched with celerity. To my great joy, the subject of small-house practice was not allowed to pass unnoticed, as I had the best thought of putting in detail and with enthusiasm. Experiments are in process throughout the country, leading to a better knowledge. We trust, of how to serve the “lower 80 percent” of the population. These experiments—in Baltimore, Buffalo, Detroit, and many other places—should bring new knowledge of a workable procedure—knowledge which, in accordance with the sentiment of the meeting, must be passed along to the whole membership as quickly as it is acquired.

The announcement of the elections merely confirmed what had seemed to me to be the sentiment of the delegates. This convention was marked by an utter lack of electioneering or whispered policies. Both of the candidates for president had the admiration, respect, and enthusiastic loyalty of all. There was most assuredly not, as had been carelessly prophesied, a break between those favoring an “executive president” and those desiring an “art president.” There was, however, in evidence a growing realization of the fact that the office of president of the A. I. A. should bring a particularly heavy burden. Around the luncheon table or in other leisure moments one heard occasionally the suggestion that the presidency should be divided into two offices, in some form, so that with one we could recognize and express our admiration for our elder statesmen; in the other office we could station a younger man who expects hard work and would be fully able to shoulder the immense amount of administrative detail.

The last afternoon of the convention was given over to golf matches, inspections of Milwaukee’s famous breweries, and her less famous, but perhaps most interesting, museums of art and their exhibitions.

Tonight, with Robert D. Kohn presiding, the final convention dinner was held at the University Club. Glenn Frank, president of the State of Wisconsin, read a scholarly address on the present state of the nation and the choice of paths ahead of us. Governor Philip F. LaFollette having been unable to be present, the toastmaster had our inimitable Louis LaBeauine pinch-hit for him, and his speech will go down in the history of A. I. A. banquets as a gem of impromptu wit garnished with some wisdom.

There seems to be a custom—growing year by year—holding that the final dinner does not constitute the end of the convention, but is the conclusion, the climax of a prolonged and increasingly enthusiastic series of farewell gatherings in public and private rooms. Certainly no recent convention outdid last year’s Milwaukee affair in this respect, so that when, in the small hours of the morning, the final farewell in a long series of good-byes had been made, one was glad that he had come to Milwaukee, and sorry to be going.
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"I like the Margaret Coleman house best among my small houses because it serves an individual purpose, that of a combined home and music studio; and because the owner joined so wholeheartedly with me in trying to make of it an individual house."

Elmer Grey

ARCHITECT

Photographs by Hiller Studio

In view of the fact that the architectural profession will unquestionably devote more of its energies during the next few years at least to the design of the small house, we have asked one hundred architects to send us, each, the best small house that he has designed. These will be published from time to time during the coming months, and should prove a source of information and inspiration in this field.—Editor

ONE HUNDRED SMALL HOUSES
The oak timbering of the studio has been given a color about like that of driftwood. Floors are of heavy oak plank in random widths.
An acoustical plaster was used for the walls, with which a large amount of mineral wool was incorporated. The color, too, a dull straw, was mixed with the plaster.
The brick walls were laid without a level or plumb line, which gives them a texture that is clearly revealed in this picture by the almost overhead sun. The color is a very light buff—a cement paint. For the roof, heavy split shingles are used.

As the plans indicate, everything has been subordinated to the two-story studio. The kitchen is tiny, located off the raised end of the main floor.
Outside woodwork is cypress, finished with a dark brown creosote stain. Roof is of hand-split shingles. The stucco is a light buff.

HOUSE OF CHALMERS HADLEY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Charles F. Cellarius
ARCHITECT

Photographs by Charles H. Longley

"It has always seemed to me that the architect must solve two problems: first, to satisfy his client; and second, to achieve a result so practical and beautiful as to meet his own professional ideals."

Charles F. Cellarius

ONE HUNDRED SMALL HOUSES
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The feature of the interior is a two-story living-room with its adjoining book alcove, both of which are faced with vertical chestnut boards, burned with a torch and waxed. Floors are of plank in random widths, showing the wooden pegs. It has been scraped across the grain, and finished in a rich brown. The tiles for the fireplace facing are a dull reddish brown. Between the ceiling beams the plaster is of a cream tone, slightly antiqued.

The general arrangement of the plan was dictated by the fact that there was a beautiful view in one direction toward the rear. An interesting detail is the combination of pantry and breakfast room opening out upon the end porch. The land slopes down on this side of the house sufficiently to bring the basement garage at grade under the kitchen and maid's room.
The dining-room has the same oak plank floor as the living-room, scraped across the grain and finished dark brown. Here the plaster has a texture slightly rougher than a float finish. The trim here, as throughout the first floor, is of oak with a dark brown stain.

The height of the living-room takes away a considerable portion of the second-floor area. Nevertheless, there is room for three bedrooms, a bath, and a plentiful supply of closets.
The house as seen from the garden side presents the living-room wing and its large window of grouped casements as a dominant element.
NUMBER 105 IN A SERIES OF COLLECTIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUSTRATING VARIOUS MINOR ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS

ARCHITECTURE’S PORTFOLIO OF

BRICK CORNICES

Subjects of previous portfolios are listed below at left and right of page

Below are the subjects of forthcoming Portfolios

Signs
AUGUST
Chimney Offsets
SEPTEMBER
Window Heads
(EXTERIOR, ARCHED)
OCTOBER
Unusual Brickwork
NOVEMBER
Shutters and Blinds
DECEMBER
Fireplaces, Mediterranean Types
JANUARY

Photographs showing interesting examples under any of these headings will be welcomed by the Editor, though it should be noted that these respective issues are made up about six weeks in advance of publication date.
Norwalk, Conn.
Frank J. Forster

Hollywood, Calif.
Carl Jules Weyl

Charlottesville, Va.
Thomas Jefferson

Montecito, Calif.
The Office of Reginald D. Johnson
Summit, N. J.
Clark & Arms

Bronxville, N. Y.
Perry M. Duncan; C. Cabell Garrett

Darien, Conn.
Wesley S. Bessell

Portland, Ore.
Herman Brookman
Denver, Colo.
W. E. & A. A. Fisher

Union City, N. J.
Frederick G. Frost

Denver, Colo.
W. E. & A. A. Fisher

New York City
Murgatroyd & Ogden
New York City
Kerr Rainsford; Taylor, Holmes & Converse

New York City
York & Sawyer

Union City, N. J.
Frederick G. Frost

New York City
Treanor & Fatio
Darien, Conn.
Wesley S. Bessell

New Rochelle, N. Y.
Julius Gregory

Southern California
Marshall P. Wilkinson

An old stable
New York City
Old New Orleans

Edmund B. Gilchrist

San Antonio, Tex.
Harvey P. Smith

Williamsburg, Va.
W. Duncan Lee
Teaneck, N. J.
Hacker & Hacker

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ingham & Boyd; Clarence S. Stein and Henry Wright

Bedford Village, N. Y.
Godwin, Thompson & Patterson

Los Angeles, Calif.
Roland E. Coate
Sunnyside, N. Y.
Clarence S. Stein

Old Town Gate near Antwerp

New York City
Treanor & Fatio

New York City
M. Levy
New York City
James Gamble Rogers

Denver, Colo.
W. E. & A. A. Fisher

New York City
Treanor & Fatio

Hampstead, England
To keep its readers posted on the latest news, ARCHITECTURE includes on this page every month a selected list of data and literature describing the varied news of building products.

**THE HARBORDATA SHEET NO. 3**

*G. 63.* Presents the general story of Harbor-Deck Plywood, a new product of the Harbor Plywood Corp., Hoquiam, Wash. It includes physical characteristics, describes the Nevin Process, durability, workability, uses, tests and photographs.

**ELECTRO-COATED COPPER PAPER**

*G. 66.* Is now used as a wall covering and is manufactured by Bert C. Miller, Inc., of New York City. At the Industrial Arts Exhibit, Radio City, the American Brass Company had a most attractive exhibit of the most common uses for copper and brass in the home, public buildings, etc., and one of the most amazing and interesting developments was the copper-coated wall paper, of a warm, deep red, very durable, and washable. Decorators will find in this material an opportunity to create effects most unusual and a product which is easily designed. Bert C. Miller, Inc., will gladly send detailed information about this new product.

**FAB-RIK-ON-A**

*G. 67.* In the No. 400 Series provides a substantial canvas covering for ceiling and side wall and requires no further treatment after hanging. It is finished in plain, soft tones which preserve the texture value of cloth and is washable and sunfast. All the advantages of a painted, canvased wall or ceiling are secured without the expense, time and trouble involved in the application of paint. H. B. Wiggins Sons Co., Bloomfield, N. J., will send you their sample book upon request.
COMFORT COOLER

G. 68. The most important feature of the new small Comfort Cooler, which has been added to the numerous air-conditioning products of the Trane Line, is its extremely low cost, being only $75, making it available for small stores, offices, and apartments. Another feature of the new Cooler is the ease with which it may be installed. Full information will be supplied by the Trane Company of La Crosse, Wis.

ZONOLITE

G. 69. It is a logical solution to heat insulation problems in new or old buildings. It is a mineral product, absolutely fireproof, and will not rot, decay or deteriorate in any way. Being a dielectric, it will prevent fires from faulty electric wiring. Its thermal conductivity is .38. A folder has been prepared by the Zonolite Corp., Fisher Building, Detroit, which describes this material, gives installation information and specifications.

"OVER-THE-TOP"

G. 70. A new catalog of garage doors and door equipment has been issued by the Frantz Manufacturing Company of Sterling, Ill. In it is presented the new overhead garage door which can be lifted with the slightest effort and continues rising automatically until it is stopped. It is presented the new overhead garage door. Another feature of the new line of garage doors is the installation of these units in homes insures against cooking odors, steam and smoke, and, as they are made to fit walls of varying thickness, and easily adjusted. A description, with sizes, is included of the new Glass-Panel BREEZO Fan which can be installed in a few minutes in the upper part of a window casing.

THE BABBIN

G. 71. Thermostatic mixing valve distributed by the Evry-Use Products Co., Inc., 258 Canal Street, New York City, automatically regulates the delivery from copper coils or tubes submerged in the boiler of hot water for domestic or manufacturing uses at any desired evenly controlled temperature. It is of sturdy, all-bronze construction, has only one moving part, with no sleeves or valves to stick and nothing to rust or get out of order. The Babbin will deliver hot water at any desired temperature ranging from 120 to 190 degrees. Temperature adjustments are readily and quickly made. Babbin valves are ready in three sizes, 1/2" and 2 inches.

MUELLER TILE

G. 72. Faience, Rusta, Mosaics and Flemish Tiles, for exteriors and interiors, are pre-
In the Persian Room at the Plaza Hotel, Joseph Urban Associates created one of New York's most beautiful cocktail rooms. To harmonize with the unusual decorative scheme, special carpeting was required—and Bigelow was called in as Carpet Counsel.

Referring to this project, Mr. Irvin L. Scott of Joseph Urban Associates says:

"Bigelow made up at least a dozen samples of carpets for the Persian Room until we got the pattern and color exactly right. It was splendid service and cooperation in giving us what we wanted. The carpet was specially designed and, though a rush job, it came through on time."

Our ability to render such service comes from long experience. Leading architects all over the country have found us helpful in solving the multitude of carpeting problems that call for highly specialized knowledge.

We should welcome a chance to discuss any carpeting question with you at any time. And you can count on Bigelow quality to satisfy your clients.

Contract Department, Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inc., 140 Madison Ave., New York.
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These associations, it will be recalled, are intended to serve a re-discounting purpose in the mortgage field, somewhat analogous to that of the Federal Reserve Banks in the financial field.

BEAUTIFUL BRIDGES

The seventh annual bridge competition held under the auspices of the American Institute of Steel Construction has been decided, with the following results:

In Class A (bridges costing $1,000,000 and over), Bourne Bridge over the Cape Cod Canal, at Bourne, Mass., designed by Fay, Spofford & Thorndike, engineers; fabricated by the American Bridge Co.; a Federal Works project.

In Class B ($250,000 to $1,000,000), no award this year.

In Class C (costing less than $250,000), Douglas County Bridge No. 667, near Omaha, Neb., designed by Guy Dorsey, assistant county surveyor of Douglas County, Neb.; fabricated by the Omaha Steel Works.

The jury: Dean Frederick Skene, School of Technology, College of the City of New York; Dean E. R. Bossange, College of Fine Arts, New York University; Professor George E. Beggs, Department of Civil Engineering, Princeton University; Paul P. Cret, architect; F. E. Schmitt, editor of Engineering News-Record.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY'S SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The Council of New York University recently voted to raise the status of the Department of Architecture to that of an independent school, with the same standing in the University as the professional schools of Medicine, Law, and Liberal Arts. The accomplishments and the prestige attained by the department in the estimation of the council fully justifies giving it this added dignity and importance. Professor Bossange, who for six years has been dean of the College of Fine Arts and who organized the department, will be dean of the new School of Architecture and Allied Arts.

PERSONAL

The W. W. Beach Company, architects, have closed their office in Chicago, Ill., and opened offices at 3707 West Cambridge Street, Seattle, Wash.

Edward L. Bunts, architect, announces the removal of his offices to the First National Bank Building, Colorado Springs, Colo.

The firm name of E. Leander Higgins & Ambrose Stevens Higgins, architects, and the new address is 514 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.

Whitehouse, Stanton & Church, architects, of Portland, Ore., announce the dissolution of their partnership. Glenn Stanton has opened his own office at 528 Railway Exchange Building, where he will continue the practice of architecture. Morris H. Whitehouse and Walter E. Church will continue to practise architecture at 619 Railway Exchange Building under the firm name of Whitehouse & Church.

Norman Bel Geddes, industrial and stage designer, and George Howe, architect, recently of Howe & Lescaze, have formed a partnership to practise under the name of Norman Bel Geddes, George Howe & Company, Inc., with offices at 128 East 37th Street, New York City, in the quarters formerly occupied by Norman Bel Geddes.

A Picture of the Building Industry

NEW BUILDING PERMITS

The building industry in the United States, as measured by the value of permits issued in May, was only slightly less active than in April. In fact, the estimated cost of contemplated building operations in May, which includes new work, alterations, additions, and repairs, was the highest, with the exception of April, since November, 1931.

The total value of permits taken out in May for the 215 cities regularly reporting to Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., was $493,322,110, compared with $517,175,570 in April. This was a decrease of 4.6 per cent, whereas the usual change for the period is a decline of about 6.5 per cent. Comparison with May, 1924, however, when permits totalled $43,825,268, shows a rise of 12.5 per cent. Although not as high as the gains reported in recently preceding months, this marks the fifth consecutive monthly increase over the corresponding period of last year.

INSURED MORTGAGES

Under Titles II and III of the National Housing Act, insured mortgage applications amounting to $55,182,009 had been received by May 25. Thirty-three per cent of this was for new construction. Moreover, commitments issued to mortgagees to insure mortgages when executed, totaled $24,834,731, of which about the same proportion was for new construction.

MODERNIZATION CREDIT GROWS

Increase of business in remodelling and rehabilitation under the stimulus of the National Housing Act is shown in the following figures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Ended</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 23</td>
<td>3,660</td>
<td>$1,358,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 30</td>
<td>5,120</td>
<td>2,189,419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 27</td>
<td>7,181</td>
<td>2,406,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>8,718</td>
<td>3,496,004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incidentally, it should be noted that this Act provided for the insurance by the Federal Housing Administration of certain loans by private institutions up to January 1, 1935. An amendment to the Act now extends this time limit three months. While the credit provisions terminate on April 1, 1936, the funds advanced prior to that date continue as loans until the due date of the notes, which may be for as long as five years.

The long-expected expansion of Title I of the National Housing Act, by which the money limit of loans was advanced from $2,000 to $5,000, came about on May 28, when the President approved an amendment to the National Housing Act.

Under the amended Act, the regulations governing modernization credit for improvement of individual homes, farm properties, churches, clubs, public buildings and similar properties remain substantially the same.
Pre-planned telephone convenience pays dividends to owner and architect

MODERN telephone convenience involves a very modest first investment. And its dividends keep coming back for years.

Outlets plotted at strategic points in the blueprints — conduit included in walls and floors during construction — make possible the neatest installation of telephones to save time and steps for family and servants, provide privacy for personal conversations. Every day, every night, they increase the household's respect for your careful planning.

Outlets may anticipate future requirements, need not all be used at once. But they're there, ready. Instruments can easily be moved — without exposing wiring — and with assurance of conduit-protection against certain service interruptions.

The local telephone company is always glad to work with you in developing efficient, economical conduit layouts for new or remodeling projects. No charge, of course. Just call the Business Office and ask for "Architects' and Builders' Service."

Eight outlets, connected by built-in conduit, provide for telephone convenience in the residence of Mr. Harold W. Chmel, 12 Hollin Drive, Hohokus, N. J. H. E. Mather, Architect, Ridgewood, N. J.
Hauenstein & Burmeister, Calking Contractors, St. Paul

This New University of Minnesota Building
Sealed Weather-tight with

PECORA

The new Indoor Sports Building of the University of Minnesota is a recent addition to the long list of Pecora-protected structures throughout the country.

It is gratifying to know that so many architects today will not permit calking to be omitted from specifications, nor will they permit the substitution of materials that cannot possibly approach the quality standards of Pecora.

For old structures as well as new, and a prime essential in air conditioned buildings, no material is so dependable, so permanent, so sponsored by years of satisfactory performance, as Pecora — for it will not dry out, crack or chip when properly applied.

For further details see Sweet's Catalogue or write direct to us

PECORA Paint Company
Inc.
Fourth St. & Glenwood Ave.
PHILADELPHIA
Established 1862 by Smith Bowen

Also Makers of
SASH PUTTIES
MORTAR STAINS
SUCTION MASTIC
for Structural Glass

For Shower Baths — Powers mixers prevent scalding caused by failure of cold water supply, or by pressure changes due to use of nearby showers, faucets or flush valves. They keep the temperature of the shower where the bather wants it without any "shots" of cold or scalding hot water.

Group and Gang Showers — Powers mixing valves are also used for the control of water temperatures of showers in groups of from 2 to 20 showers. They may be used to establish a maximum temperature in the hot water supply so as to protect the entire group from danger of scalding or to place the entire group of showers under the control of an attendant.

Zone Showers — Where compulsory bathing is required before entering swimming pools, lane showers are divided into four zones, each controlled by a Powers valve. First zone is maintained at 105°F; second at 90°F; third at 75°F; and fourth at 60°F. Because of its efficiency and its hygienic and sanitary advantages, this type of shower is rapidly increasing in popularity.

Hospital Hydrotherapy — In infant baths, continuous flowing baths, control tables, douche baths, arm and leg baths, colonic irrigation apparatus, photographic baths, and hot water line control, Powers mixing valves are indispensable because of their safety features.


Quick Service whenever required by competent engineers in 43 cities
KOH-I-NOOR
Again triumphs at the Pole!

We congratulate Admiral Richard E. Byrd upon the successful culmination of his latest South Pole Expedition. Surmounting unlooked-for obstacles, perils and discouragements, he and his entire crew of brave men are safely home.

Koh-I-Noor pencils, of course, played an important role in his latest venture as they have in other expeditions of note. His records, maps and drawings will be preserved for posterity, the Admiral being just as careful in his choice of lead pencils as he was in the matter of food, clothing or other equipment.

It is a matter of record that Koh-I-Noor pencils have accompanied every important expedition in the past decade, literally to the ends of the earth. It is also a matter of record that notes made under the trying and extreme conditions of the Poles, remain legible. Andree, the noted Norwegian explorer, used a Koh-I-Noor. It was found 33 years after his death, buried with his diary under Arctic snows and ice, the writing still plain and legible.

Whether it be in an air-conditioned office, in the Arctic's cold or the Equator's heat, Koh-I-Noor serves and serves well. Koh-I-Noor Pencil Company, Inc., 373 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

a new cast iron radiator that is
40% smaller per foot of radiation

This new Slenderized Burnham takes up 40% less space than the old cast iron. The 3-tube is 3 3/4" wide; 4-tube 4 3/4"; 5-tube 5 1/4".

ZAKES up 40% less space in the room. Gives just as much heat just as much and more quickly because it has practically 100% actual radiating surface, around which the air has the freest possible circulation.

So narrow are these Burnham Slenderized Radiators that they can be recessed between the studding under windows, and not extend into the room. When so placed, no grilles are needed. The radiator is so good-looking, it acts as its own grille. The design is clean-cut and entirely free from ornamentation, except for a fine beading. Radiators set up off the floor an extra inch, making cleaning under them easier.

Bear in mind that in spite of their many advantages, they cost you no more than other cast iron radiators. Glad to send you measurements, ratings and full particulars.

Burnham Boiler Corporation
IRVINGTON, NEW YORK
Representatives in All Principal Cities of the United States and Canada
same—with a maximum limit of $2,000. The new $50,000 maximum applies to a special class of modernization credit to be extended for additions, alterations, repairs and improvement for "real property improved by or to be converted into apartment or multiple-family houses, hotels, office, business or other commercial buildings, hospitals, orphanages, colleges, schools, or manufacturing or industrial plants."

The money comes, as before, from private lending institutions, and the determination of the credit risk involved is left largely to the discretion of the institution advancing the funds. Details of the procedure and requirements may be had from any private lending institution.

STEEL PRODUCTION

The American Institute of Steel Construction announces that March bookings and shipments of fabricated structural steel picked up markedly, but the recovery was not sufficient to offset the losses sustained during January and February. The announcement is based on reports received by the Institute from shops representing 79 per cent of the total industry. Average bookings for the first quarter this year totalled approximately 10 per cent less than average monthly bookings last year, although the bookings of March this year alone were 20 per cent larger than the monthly average of last year.

What has been happening to steel construction during the years 1923 to 1934, inclusive, is shown graphically in the accompanying chart. While the low point of production was reached in 1933, the low point of unit price came during the years 1932 and 1933. "Private work," as recorded in these charts, includes apartment houses, office buildings, and similar buildings of a commercial or residential nature.

The Smaller House of Today

By GORDON ALLEN, F. R. I. B. A.

Author of "The Cheap Cottage and Small House"

Sixty-four photographs; 153 line drawings of exteriors, interiors, plans, perspectives, details, construction diagrams, drainage and heating systems, accessories, 2 plates in color. 179 pages, 6 by 9 inches.

$3.75

A review of the most recent types of English house as designed by distinguished architects of the present day.
AUTOMATIC COAL FIRING

Cut-away illustration of Ring-Drive Iron Fireman which feeds direct from bin to fire. Bin and Bunker feed models, as well as Hopper models, available in all sizes.

The HEATING of TODAY and TOMORROW

There is now a definite swing to coal firing. But it is not a swing back to the old kind of coal firing—it is a swing forward to the new type of automatic self-regulating coal firing pioneered and developed by Iron Fireman.

Comparative fuel cost figures shown here explain why Iron Fireman fired coal is the preferred fuel. These figures represent the average costs for these 6 fuels in 40 of America's larger cities. They show that Iron Fireman costs 29.8% less than hand-fired coal; 46% less than crude oil; 65% less than diesel oil; 80% less than gas at industrial rates, and 85% less than gas at domestic rates. These figures are general averages but they square with actual fuel cost savings which Iron Fireman installations have achieved in thousands of cases, and it is easy to obtain actual comparative fuel cost figures for any locality—any Iron Fireman sales office will help you compile them. Get these figures and estimate how much your client's savings will amount to during the life of his building. The total saving is astonishing!

There are other points of superiority in Iron Fireman heating, however, which are fully as important as the remarkable economy. Combustion is so nearly perfect that there is no smoke. Temperature is automatically regulated. Only a minimum of labor is required. The boiler room can be kept just as clean as with any other fuel—the stack and outdoor even cleaner. Installations can be made to feed direct from the coal bunkers. You will want all the new data on Iron Fireman automatic coal firing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Fuel</th>
<th>Cost per 100,000 B.T.U.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron Fireman Coal</td>
<td>.0165c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-Fired Coal</td>
<td>.0235c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude Oil (Industrial)</td>
<td>.0387c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel Oil (Domestic)</td>
<td>.0498c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Gas</td>
<td>.0946c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Gas</td>
<td>.1778c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figures are average cost in 40 leading American cities for amount of fuel required to furnish one Therm (100,000 British thermal units).

IRON FIREMAN

The machine that made coal an automatic fuel

Don Graf Data Sheets and other descriptive literature covering Iron Fireman models will be furnished on request. Address Iron Fireman at 3051 W. 106th St. Cleveland, Ohio.

IRON FIREMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio; Portland, Oregon; Toronto, Canada.

To the Professional MAN

Who is Going on 40

and Hasn't Yet Had a Break

The reason you haven't yet had a "break" may be due to something equally small — perhaps you do not use the right tool. In your craft the famous A. W. Faber "Castell" is the right tool. With it your native ability gets full expression. Because it is so amazingly smooth and easy to work with, it inspires you to do your best work. It gives distinction to every sketch, improves every drawing, rendering or elevation. The 18 degrees of hardness give you subtle gradations of tone you never before obtained from a drawing pencil.

Yes, "Castell" costs a little more. But its marked superiority can not be measured by a few pennies. Let "Castell" help you do better work and the "breaks" will come as a matter of course.

"CASTELL" PARARED

No eraser gives you greater efficiency in your daily drawing board work. Oblong, with a double bevel, made of the choicest rubber and refined by many processes—to give you an eraser that does its job thoroughly and quickly. Specify the A. W. Faber "Castell" Parared.

Made in Bavaria in 18 Degrees

CASTELL

DRAWING PENCILS

A. W. FABER, NEWARK, N. J
IRRESISTIBLE FAMILIARITY

“There is something familiar about the Hawthorne House at Salem, Mass., adjoining the one of Seven Gables fame. Even though it be one’s first visit, the weathered siding, the leaded casements, the overhang with its ‘drops,’ the hospitable grape vine and apple tree, create the illusion that they are old acquaintances. It is a difficult subject to resist drawing—if the temptation gets out of control, it is good luck to have a Microtomic Van Dyke Pencil handy, for it too has a ‘familiar feel,’ even though it be on first acquaintance. The weathered siding and all the foliage can easily and quickly be rendered with the flat side of the lead, defined a bit here and there with the point. Using the lead in this manner automatically keeps the point sharp for delineating the muntins, shingles, vine leaves and fence. The original drawing was done exactly this size on smooth illustration board, entirely with a B Microtomic Van Dyke Pencil. The corners were purposely left for you to complete—do so with a Microtomic and improve the drawing, as well as increase your appreciation of this high quality instrument.”—GERALD K. GEERLINGS.

MICROTOMIC VAN DYKE
EBERHARD FABER

When renderings lack a sense of solidity it is usually because the walls seem built of paper. One means of overcoming this defect is to assume there is raking sunlight (which will elongate shadow), and to add texture, instead of leaving large areas of white paper. Also, the thoughtful use of shade and shadow will give necessary depth to foliage.
On June 15, the Program for the "Modernize Main Street" Competition was distributed to architects throughout the country. This Competition, sponsored by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company and conducted by the Architectural Record, with Kenneth K. Stowell, A.I.A., as Professional Advisor, is in reality four simultaneous competitions, each calling for the modernization of a particular type of shop or store—(1) A Food Store; (2) A Drug Store; (3) An Apparel Shop; (4) An Automotive Sales and Service Station. A photograph of each shop to be modernized, together with all necessary data, is published in the Program. If you have mislaid your copy of the Program or if, for any reason, you failed to receive one, the entry blank below will bring you the Program, the printed title to be pasted on each design and all necessary data and instructions. The competition closes August 12; the Jury meets August 26, 1935.

KENNETH K. STOWELL, A.I.A., Professional Advisor, "Modernize Main Street" Competition
The Architectural Record, 119 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen: I desire to enter the "Modernize Main Street" Competition sponsored by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company. Please send me the Program of the Competition, the title-poster and all necessary data and information.

Name
Profession or occupation
Street
City
State

USE THIS ENTRY BLANK
All the benefits of steel... safety and stability during construction—extreme rigidity, eliminating vibration, settlement, shrinkage and plaster cracks—low dead weight of construction... are now possible in light occupancy structures with Carnegie Light-Weight Beams, Stanchions and Joists. These sections have the same efficient distribution of metal that characterizes the popular wide-flange CB series. If you are interested in the construction of schools, hospitals, churches, apartments, stores and similar structures, Carnegie Light-Weight Sections merit your thorough investigation.